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Reimels Final Rounds

A " C " FOR ALL SEASONS
Who says grades are carved in stone?

The quarter-final round of the 1983-84
Reimel Moot Court Competition was con
ducted on February 2 under the capable
direction of Reimels Administration CoChairpersons, Terry Ficken and Mark
Berner. Moot Court Board Chairman,
Philip Colicchio, has announced the pair
ings of the winnings teams fro the semi
final round. In the semi-finals, Robert Nice
and Richard Mennies, Petitioners, will
argue against Carol Renz and Scott Petri,
Repondents, and Sylvia Nisenbaum Nancy
Redd, Petitioners, will argue against Karen
Aaron and Dea Silbertrust, Respondents.
The semi-finals will be held on March 14,
and will be judged by federal district court
judges.
The winners of the semi-finals will go on
to the final round on April 7 which will be
judged by Judge Arlin M. Adams of the Uni
ted States Court of Appeals for the Third
Circuit, Judge George C. Pratt of the United
States Court of Appeals for the Second Cir
cuit and Judge Rita C. Davidson of the
Court of Appeals of Maryland.
In the quarter-final round the Moot
Court Board elected to replace the Common
Pleas Court judges, who have presided in
past years, with prominent Philadelphia
practitioners experienced in federal securi
ties law litigation. The Board made the re
placement to improve the quality of the
arguments by matching the judges' exper
tise to the substantive nature of the prob
lem. Since the 1983-84 problem concerns
federal securities fraud laws, the Board
chose attorneys with securities experience
to judge the quarter-final round.
In another break with the past, the place
ment office arranged a dinner at the law

school for the quarter-final judges before

the arguments, and a wine and cheese re
ception afterwards for the judges, the con
testants, and the Board. Placement
Director, Virginia Schuman, made the ar
rangements with the.judges and Dean Ge
rald Abraham sent a letter welcoming each
judge to Villanova's moot court competi
tion. Colicchio said these special arrange
ments were made in an effort to pro
fessionalize the operation of the Reimels
Competition, and to permit everyone in
volved to learn from the experience by per
sonally interacting with experienced
attorneys. It also gives the attorneys an
opportunity to view the talents of Villanova
students. Colicchio said the judges, as well
as the students, learn from the argument.
Colicchio also said the judges found the
quality of the advocacy to be excellent.
They were especially complimentary
about the bench memo authored by Joanne
Steinke Faul, Chairperson of the Reimels
Bench Memo Committee. Colicchio said,
"One judge thought the bench memo was
so good that he was going to take it back to
his office, circulate it, and put it on file as
reference material for their securities
work." Some judges, however, found the
record developed for the problem to be in
adequate for full exploration of the issues
raised during oral arguments.
The record also caused some problems
with arguments in the earlier round robin
portion of the competition. Two teams ap
pealed from judges' scores which had been
reduced by penalties imposed for arguing a
certain factual issue. This issue arose from
confusion surrounding one of the stipula
tions of fact supplied by the record. The
Board denied the students' appeal, but re<
(Continued on page 6)

Placement Staff Assays VLS Environment
By Michael McGrath
From the day that students at Villanova
Law School arrive at Garey Hall, they
worry about job opportunities. All 650 stu
dents here chose to pursue a legal educa
tion despite pessimistic warnings that the
available lawyers already outnumber the
available jobs in the legal field.
A nationwide study recently discovered
that nearly one third of all practicing attor
neys have only entered the profession dur
ing the last five years. Despite jokes about
VLS graduates working the night shift at
Wawa, the truth is that VLS students ulti
mately have been quite successful at find
ing legal employment.
Villanova Law School's Placement Office
plays a vital role in assisting students with
their job searches. The November issue of
The Docket reported that 82% of the 1983
graduating class had found legal employ
ment within five months of their gradua
tion, in contrast with only 72% of the 1982
class and 50% of the 1981 class at the same
interval following graduation.

Despite this record, there is widespread
criticism of the Placement Office by VLS
students. One rarely finds a VLS student
without a strong opinion, positive or nega
tive, about the performance of the Place
ment Office. There are also broad
differences of .opinion concerning the
proper role and function of Placement.
Since Placement is staffed by Virginia
Shuman, Director of Placement, and Marie
Helmig, Placement secretary, evaluations
by students about the periformance of
Placement are almost always personal
judgments about Ginny and Marie. Be
cause the students at VLS appear to hold a
variety of beliefs concerning the proper
scope and function of the important servi
ces which Placement provides. The
Docket interviewed Ginny and Marie at
VLS January 25 on several topics reflecting
student concerns.
DOCKET: Could you each give us some
personal information about yourselves?

here in 1981.1 am 21 years old (just!)

Ginny: I graduated from the high school at

Germantown Friends, and then graduated
from the University of Pennsylvania. I
worked for four years at the Paralegal Insti
tute in Philadelphia. After that, I was the
director of the administration of law de
partment at Conrail. Before coming to Vil
lanova Law School in July, 1980, I also
served as the personnel administrator at
Pepper, Hamilton and Sheetz.
DOCKET: Marie, how did you ever land
this job at the tender age of 18? What spe
cific skills did you have that you needed for
this job?
Marie: Well, my first day of work here was
the first day of on-campus recruiting, and it
was a madhouse. Basically, this job re
quires people skills. I'd already held two
full time jobs before this one, so I had some
experience.
Ginny: Marie landed this job largely be
cause she had the most impressive resume

Student discusses opportunities with Marie Helmig in Placement Office.
Marie: I was born and raised in Delaware of those who applied. It was articulate and
County. I have seven brothers and sisters, concise. When I interviewed her and she
and I graduated from Bishop O'Hara High told me that she was the second oldest of
School when I was 17. I'd been out working eight children, I knew she was the person I
for about a year when I applied for the job wanted.

DOCKET: What things do you like, the
most about your job?
Marie: It is definitely the people here.
Ginny: It is working with people. It is espe
cially satisfying to match the needs of em
ployers and students.
Marie: It is like putting together a puzzle
— except the pieces aren't all there (laugh
ter). It is the same in that we are always
trying to help people find jobs, but it isn't
routine. The results are always different.
No day, employer, or employee is the same.
DOCKET: WTiat is the most difficult as
pect of your jobs?
Ginny: The atmosphere at law school is
very stressful for the students. With that
in the background, it is often difficult to
convince students that everything will be
okay.
Marie: I try to reinforce their confidence.
People here get nervous, and I try to keep
everyone positive.
DOCKET: Could you tell us something
about your work schedule?
Ginny: On some days, like the first day of
on-campus interviewing, we start at 7:30-8
a.m. to meet employers, and we might not
be finished until 8 p.m. Sometimes, Marie
has to call back students about changed
interviews even later than that.
Marie: There is no set plan for each day. It
depends. You sure can't hide in this office.
DOCKET: Could you describe the start of
the process that culminates in a job listing
posted on the bulletin board?
Ginny: Job listings on the board represent
years of cultivating an employer. These
contacdts can come from the faculty, or are
alumni, or could be someone we met at a
reception. We do the same networking the
students do. We take advantage of any si
tuation where we see lawyers to sell them
on VLS and the students here. Villanova is
very hungry for employers. We will go out
of our way to collect resumes for employ
ers. I'm proud to say that we haven't lost
employers year to year. I think this is be
cause we do a lot of courting of employers.
Some schools charge firms a fee to inter
view students on campus. We will not do
that here. Jobs come into the office through
(Continued on page 3)
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The EDITORIAL
Let's Get Placement
Out of the Basement
Where should the focal point of VLS be? Should it be on finding and
t-etaining quality professors? Quality professors who publish? Should
it be on ^ucating and training competent moral attorneys? Or, should
the focus be on gaining a respected place in the legal community by
placing well trained (and rounded) graduates in myriad firms so that
the quality of their service will inure to the good reputation of the law
school?
Obviously, all of the above are necessary to run and maintain a
viable law school in the 1980s. However, this school must define a
focus. A focus which should be the first priority of incoming Dean
Murray. After nearly three decades of existence it is time to re-evaluate
the school and actively attack some of its more blatant problems.
The most glaring of all the problems is also the one which ob
structs our march from ranks of the well known to the widely known.
It's the problem that keep us from attaining that respected place in the
national legal community. The problem of PLACEMENT. There are
some drastic changes needed now. This is not a new revelation. The
most persistent complaint of students is placement, and to that end we
have allowed Ms. Schuman and Ms. Helmig a degree of revenge in the
interview beginning on page one.
No one is hiding from these problems, but then again, no one is
taking affirmative steps towards remedying these ills. Our placement
office is woefully understaffed. A quick telephone survey shows that
Penn. has 4 full-time and 2 part-time in their placement office; Temple
has 4 full-time and 3 part-time; Rutgers has 4 full-time; Georgetown
has 4 full-time and w part-time; New York University has 11 full-time
and 4 part-time; How can we possibly expect two people to do the work
which at other schools is done by placement staffs twice the size of ours
to seven times the size of ours. The placment staff must be expanded to
meet the needs of not only the students, but the national legal commun
ity as well. We can fulfill those needs.
As time marches inexorably forward, VLS continues to be content
to swing idly on the coattails of progress. VLS must move to the
forefront to be recognized. As the front page placement interview by
Michael McGrath indicates, there is a dire need for modernization and
physical expansion of the placement office. Shall we be the last to step
into the computer age of the 1980's? The function and needs of the
placement office cry out for computerization. If we cannot have more
people working in the placement office, then we should at least make
more out of the time of the two people we have by utilizing what is now
everyday technology: the computer. We pay our bills to a computer. . .
doesn't that tend to indicate where the school is placing their empha
sis?
Physically our placement office cannot possibly convey the proper
image to prospective employers. It does not convey a sense of serious
importance and purpose. More likely, it looks like a frivolous attempt at
promoting students. A half hearted showing.
The placement office must be physically expanded and improved
in such a way that it will convey the utmost sincerity to the prospective
employer. If the interviewer starts out impressed by the vigor, effi
ciency and looks of our placement office it can only work to the benefit
of the student being interviewed. Nothing works as well as starting out
on the right foot and, equally, nothing is harder than starting from out
of a hole.
Let us all hope that Dean Murray will be able to focus his attention
in the place VLS needs it most. PLACEMENT.

An Open Letter to the Editor
December 19, 1983
Reverend John M. Driscoll, O.S.A.
President, Villanova University
Villanova, Pennsylvania 19085
Dear Father President:
I am a Villanova law student, class of
1984, and am w^riting to express my resent
ment at the administration's treatment of
the press conference held in the student
lounge of the Law School on December 13.
It is understandable that the administra
tion wants to project Villanova University
in a way that will enhance its image with
the public. It is not understandable how the
administration could demonstrate such lit
tle faith in the ability of its law students to
act reasonably or responsibly at such a
news conference.
The fact that the trustees and news
media displaced several hundred students
from the only available study areas where
group study can be performed was an in
convenience, but one most students were
willing to accept under the circumstances.
This was no small sacrifice by students
who will be taking the most important ex
aminations of their lives while at the Law
School. These are the young men and
women who will be representing chents in
court in the very near future, some of us
within months. We are taught the values of
free speech, free choice and the ethics of our
chosen profession.
That is why I find it incredible that a
school which expects so much of its stu
dents and has set such high standards for
its practicing alumni would choose to close
the press conference to all but the "Big Al"

Meltzer and Howard Eskin types. Whether
the administration recognizes it or not, the
treatment of the students and faculty at
that moment was a far clearer statement
about the environment and attitudes at Vil
lanova than the Public Relations team can
publicize.
Did it occur to anyone that the press
might be sensitive to the fact that the ad
ministration treated its own Law School
students and faculty like junior high school
students at an assembly? What kind of an
impression do you suppose that created
about the school? An impression, quite
frankly, that does not normally bear true at
the Law School and one which shocks me.
I should probably not be spending valua
ble study time to express what may seem to
the administration to be petty feelings.
However, the episode is much more signifi
cant in the statement it made about the
administration's attitude towards its stu
dents than the events and inconveniences
themselves really matter in the scheme of
things.
I am a veteran, a husband, a father and
some deserving of treatment afforded an
adult. As a matter of common decency and
in recognition of what this Law School
stands for the law students and faculty
should have been allowed to witness the
conference. Given the inconveniences
thrust upon them without warning, it was
the proper thing to do.
Thank you for your time.
Very truly yours,
Michael J. Robinson
Law '84

Law Review Symposium Upcoming
On February 25, 1984, at 1:00 p.m., the
Villanova Law Review will sponsor its
Eighteenth Annual Symposium, which
this year will focus,on Alternative Dispute
Resolution. The Symposium will deal with
such topics as arbitration, mediation, nego
tiation and dispute resolution techniques
in numerous fields of law including family
law, labor law, administrative law, and tort
law.
This year's speakers include John T.
Dunlop, former Secretary of Labor under
President Carter; the Honorable Eathan
Allen Doty, presiding judge of the Philadel
phia compulsory arbitration program; Pfiul
Negelski, the circuit executive for thethird
circuit; William Kraut, member of the Pen
nsylvania Bar Association Committee on
Mediation and Conciliation; Philip Harter,
author of "Negotiating Regulations: A cure
for malaise" and vice-chairman of the Fed
eral Bar Association Council on Adminis
trative Law; Paul Wahrhaftig, President of
the Conflict Resolution Center, Inc.; and

THE

the Honorable Thomas Lambros, United
States District Judge for the Northern Dis
trict of Ohio.
Professor Perritt will be the moderator of
this year's Symposium. Following the pres
entation of papers by the speakers, there
will be a question and answer period with
the audience. A reception in the student
lounge will follow the Symposium and
• there will be an opportunity to meet and
talk to the speakers. For further informa
tion please contact Jeffrey Markowitz or
any other member of the Law Review.

Announcement
Harrison Ridley, Jr. will speak during the
last week of February in honor of black
History Month. A reception will follow im
mediately afterwards. The exact time, date
and place will be announced at a later date.
All students, faculty and guests are most
welcome to attend.
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Labrecque Critiqued

POLITICAL COUNTERPOINT ON GRENADA
by Thomas O'Keefe

The statement by Thomas G. Labrecque,
the keynotespeaker at last semester's exec
utive visitation dinner, regarding the Gren
ada invasion was disturbing. This is
partially so in light of Mr. Labrecque's ex
pressed desire to see in the United States
"an elevation of our standards of moral
behavior" over the next ten years.
Mr. Labrecque stated that he felt on bal
ance the United States decision to invade
Grenada was a correct one. However, he
also admitted that he "did not know the
law and would probably never know all the
facts." I suggest Mr. Labrecque get the law
and the facts straight on Grenada before
supporting the Reagap administration's in
vasion of the island, while simultaneously
preaching for a moral rejuvenation in the
United States.
in 1974, tiny Grenada, with less than a
100,000 inhabitants, gained its independ
ence from Great Britain. Its first elected
president was Sir Eric Gairy. Although
highly unpopular. Sir Eric managed tostay
in power until 1979 through rigged elec
tions and by use of the Mongoose Gang,
which terrorized the local population into
submission. While the Mongoose Gang was
at home extorting "protection" money
from his fellow citizens, Sir Eric spent his
time at the UN in New York calling for UFO
investigations and solutions to other
equally "pressing" world problems. At the
same time a substantial proportion of the
Grenadian population also found them
selves in the United States as a result of the
high unemployment rates on the island fos
tered by Gairy's misrule.
In 1979, Gairy and his band of extortion
ists were overthrown in a bloodless coup by
Maurice Bishop and the New Jewel Move
ment. Mr. Bishop, socialist, immediately

embarked on a program to relieve the high
unemployment rate besetting his country's
people. At the suggestion of the World Bank
(even Mr. Reagan would be hardpressed to
describe them as Communist dupes). Bi
shop embarked on the construction of a
new international airport which would
serve the island's economy by bringing in
tourist dollars. The general contractor
overseeing the airport's construction was
the British firm of Plessey, Ltd., which re
ceives a hefty subsidy from the British go
vernment. This last fact might help to
explain why Margaret Thatcher, usually a
lackey of Reagan foreign policy objectives
in Europe, did not support the U.S. decision
to invade Grenada on October 25th. Furth
ermore, much of the material used to con
struct the airport came from United States
companies.
On October 13,1983 Maurice Bishop was
overthrown by a military official and the
Minister of Finance. Several days later Mr.
Bishop was shot dead along with several of
his supporters as they tried to retake Go
vernment House. Less than a week after
that, the Reagan administration ordered
the invasion of Grenada. Initially, Bishop's
murder and the safety of the American
medical students studying on the island
were cited as reasons for the invasion. This
new, heightened regard for Bishop was es
pecially hypocritical considering the con
tinuous tirade the Reaganites had
conducted against Bishop right up to his
death, and Reagan's refusal to meet with
Bishop last June when the latter came to
Washington seeking peace and reconcilia
tion with the U.S. As for the medical stu
dents, it has already been clearly
demonstrated that the only time their lives
were in danger was when their compatriots
began bombarding Grenada. The over
throw of Bishop and concern for the safety

of the US medical students were just pre
texts for an invasion of Grenada that was
planned by the Reagan administration
from almost its first day in office.
The actual invasion of Grenada was it
self a violation of International Law. Not
only was it a violation of the UN Charter
and the Charter of the OAS to which the
U.S. is a signatory, but was even a violation
of the very same Treaty of Eastern Carribean States that the Reagan administra
tion attempted to pin its legal argument on.
Keep in mind that neither the United
States, Jamaica, or Barbados, the three
countries which provided most of the
troops for the invasion force, are signato
ries to this Treaty. Article 8 of that Treaty
allows the use of armed forces by member
nations to combat outside aggression upon
unanimous vote. In the Grenada situation
three member nations (including Grenada)
did not vote in favor of the use of armed
force. Furthermore, the only outside ag
gression came from' the United States, Ja
maica and Barbados.
Although it is true that following the in
vasion the American occupation forces did
not receive a hostile reception from the av
erage Grenadian, this is not difficult to
comprehend. Maurice Bishop, afterall, was
a popular leader. His death during the coup
d'etat was thus not very well received. If
the US invasion had come while Bishop
was still in power. Reagan's original inten
tion, the resistance to it would have been
much stronger than it was. As it was it took
nearly a week for the 6,000 man force to
secure control of the tiny island from the
demoralized Grenadian militia and the sev
eral hundred Cuban construction workers.
In any case, it is already evident that the
welcome by the Grenadian people to the
occupation forces is wearing thin as former

members of Sir Eric Gairy's corrupt gov
ernment are given important positions in
the interim government.
In the final analysis the Grenada inva
sion was a "cheap" (hardly so to those who
lost their fathers, brothers, or sons) tactic
by the Reagan administration to flex its
muscle in an area of the world it considers
its own private lake. As a result, Reagan
won points from the blind, "patriotic" sec
tor of the U.S. population whose knowledge
of geography, like Reagan's, is abysmally
poor. That is to say, neither group realizes
that if anyone in the Carribean really poses
a threat to U.S. interests it is Cuba, only 90
miles from Florida, and not Grenada, a pindrop in the Carribean nearly 1000 miles
away from the U.S.
What the Reaganites and their suppor
ters appear to understand or care about,
is that the Grenada invasion has cost the
U.S.dearly in any moral superiority it may
have wielded over the Soviet Union. The
Grenada invasion reduces the United
States to the same level as the Soviets. Both
the U.S. invasion of Grenada and the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan, for example, were
done for supposed national security rea
sons (with the Soviets at least having the
excuse of having been invited by the ruling
government). By ordering the invasion of
Grenada, the United States, like the Soviet,
has shown its willingness to break interna
tional law whenever it seems to fit the
whims of policy. Also, like the U.S.S.R., the
U.S.A., by theses actions, endorses the pol
icy that "might makes right," and "theend
justifies the means." For someone urging a
restoration of ethics in American society
then, I not only find it disturbing, but also
incomprehensible how Mr. Lebrecque can
be so supportive of the U.S. invasion of
Grenada.

CONTROVERSY SURROUNDING TENURE RECOMMENDATION
Editor's Note: The follwoing
letters were received by the
Docket concerning the recent
decision of Professor Peter
Goldberger
to
seek
employment elsewhere.

Dear Docket Editor,

I was most disappointed to learn that
Peter Goldberg is leaving Villanova Law
School.
I am not alone.
Those of us who view his departure with
sadness, will especially miss:
(1) His classroom technique.
Professor Goldberger uniquely attemp-

He has much to
contribute to the
teaching of law . . .
ted to thoughtfully guide his first year
criminal law/procedure students through
difficult, continually changing, often con
flicting statutes and case law.
He possessed a dry classroom wit, which
I personally found refreshing. However,
some of my colleagues, already reeling from
typical first year traumas, were too often
unable to appreciate the humor. I know this
disappointed Professor Goldberger ... we
spoke about it.
(2) His availability outside the Class
room.
Peter Goldberger was accessible and en
couraging outside of class. He did not limit
his interest to questions about the day's
lecture. He took pleasure in speaking with
all students, class rank notwithstanding.
In-my particular case, it was his gui
dance and support that ultimately led to a
rewarding first year summer clerkship.
(3) His ability to accept the "entire" stu
dent body.
The enrollment statistics of VLS reveal
that close to one half of the student popula
tion is female. Unfortunately, too many of
the male professors either fail to or are
unwilling to recognize that fact. Too often,
their comments, in and outside of theclassroom, are patronizing at best.

In contrast, Peter Goldberger had no dif
ficulty in acknowledging that female law
students can be and most often are serious,
dedicated, capable lawyers-in-training.
His "open, accepting" philosophy of life,
in general, provided a needed balance to the
conservative bent of VLS.
Presumably, the administration plans to
replace Professor Goldberger. Hopefully,
the search committee will consider the
need for balance as one of its foremost
priorities.
Finally, I wish Peter Goldberger the best
of luck in the future. He has much to con
tribute to the teaching of law and the devel
opment of lawyering skills. I am confident
that he will achieve much success in the
years ahead.

Jackie Shulman, 2-L
To the Editor:

The faculty's latest tenure recommenda
tion is completely unjustifiable if viewed in
light of a comparison between theapplicant
and present tenured faculty members. In
fact, it may be impossible to justify on any
grounds. Nevertheless, if the decision
means that a conscious effort has now been
undertaken to improve the quality of the
faculty by demanding a heretofore unre
quired level of excellence, the faculty vote
may make at least a little bit of subjective
sense. What seems more likely, however, is
that present and future student bodies
have been irresponsibly denied an invalua
ble diversity of academic viewpoint, some
thing this school sadly lacks.

A Second-Year Student
Name Withheld Upon Request

Editor's Note: The following
petition was signed by 135
members of the Villanova Law
School community and was
submitted for publication by its
draftsmen.
Dear Editors:

In December of 1983, students of the Vil
lanova Lavv School became aware that the
tenured faculty had decided by majority
vote to recommend to the Dean that Profes
sor Peter Goldberger be denied tenure. As
of this date, the official minutes of the
meeting have not been released to the Dean
for consideration.

The purpose of this petition is to an
nounce to the faculty and administration of
the Law School that we, the undersigned
students, believe that the faculty recom
mendation is not in the best interests of
Villanova. Furthermore, we call upon the
tenured faculty to reconsider their decision
in light of this statement before this mis
take becomes irrevocable which, at pres
ent, we understand it is not.
The criteria for granting tenure as pro
vided in the Villanova Law School Te
nure Policy and Procedure outlines five
particulars: teaching effectiveness; contri
bution to the Law School; scholarship; con
tributions to the University, community
and the profession; and the academic needs
of the Law School. Nowhere in the pam
phlet does it say how much emphasis is to
be placed on each criterion. The prelimi
nary recommendation to deny tenure to
Professor Goldberger was obviously based
on preconceived notions of the appropriate
weighing of factors assigned by the tenured
faculty members on an individual basis.
We feel that since the recommendation was
to deny tenure, an inappropriately light em
phasis was placed on the teaching effective
ness standard.
Professor Goldberger is an outstanding
educator. The quality of his presentation is
clear, thorough, concise, and most impor
tantly, stimulating. The essential task of
educating goes far beyond any teacher's
ability merely to present the material in an
orderly, understandable fashion. The quin
tessential element of outstanding teaching
is the classroom atmosphere inspired by
the professor. This can never be more true
than in the field of law, where what is
learned is not necessarily a body of factual
material, but rather the development and
training of the student's mind. Professor
Goldberger is blessed with an ability to
create a classroom environment most con
ducive to active student participation. His
interaction with individuals in the class
room setting promotes their developing and
formulating not only the appropriate solu
tions to the issues at hand, but also the
understanding of the mindset into which
legal institutions try to mold student think
ing. Reasonable persons may differ in ad
judging Professor Goldberg's style, but his
superior ability to communicate and gently
direct the formation of a legal mentality is
not in doubt. Once again. Professor Gold
berger is an outstanding educator.

Often it is easy to underestimate favora
ble student opinion or to take it for granted.
For instance, whereas the ordinary teacher
evaluation form with generally favorable
responses tends to be the preferred status
quo, a particularly unfavorable showing is
more likely to gather attention than one
fitting the desired norm. We today implore
the faculty and administration to recognize
this statement and apply it to its greatest
weighting factor. The faculty and adminis
tration has a normal duty to respect to the
fullest degree a strong student opinion in
any educational institution.

. . present and future
student bodies have
been irresponsibly
denied invaluable
diversity of academic
viewpoint, something
this school sadly lacks.
The tenuring procedure in Professor
Goldberger's case is by no means closed,
and although it is without precedent, there
is absolutely no reason why the tenured
faculty ought not reopen the discussion if
given sufficient cause. Reasonable persons
will recognize that in a higher educational
institution, the students are well able to
judge the quality of the professor's instruc
tional ability or lack thereof. This being the
case, the faculty and administration of the
Villanova Law School have the responsibil
ity of both respecting student opinion and
demonstrating such respect by giving sub
stantial credence to a demonstrably strong
student movement. The Law School exists
solely for the education of law students,
and therefore, does it not stand to reason
that teaching effectiveness, particularly as
adjudged by the students themselves,
ought carry the primary emphasis in te
nure decision?
Finally, we do not sign this petition
lightly. Our signatures represent a deeply
felt belief that both Professor Goldberger
and the Villanova Law School has been
wronged. We call upon the tenured faculty
to reconsider their decision in light of this
document.

Respectfully submitted,
Anderson Lee Hartzell
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PLACEMENT
(Continued from page 1)

the irail and over the phone. It is a contin
ual process.
DOCKET: The Placement statistics re
ported in the November Docket revealed
that more 1982 graduates found jobs
within five months than did 1981 gradu
ates. The 1983 class enjoyed even greater
success. What specific improvements can
you accept credit for?
Ginny: I think the credit is more properly
placed with the students. I think they just
hustled more. When the economy went
downhill, we tried to convince students to
think more about their needs. We managed
to convey to students how tight the job
market was, and they responded. Students
have also exercised more geographic flexi
bility recently. More students have
pursued clerkships than in the past.
Marie: Our seminar on clerkships last
year was really well attended; it went over
very well.
DOCKET: Do law schools generally tend
to use the same methods in Placement, or
are there varied approaches?
Ginny: Oh, it really varies.Especially with
the staff. NYU has a staff of fifteen in their
placement office. Every other law school in
the Philadelphia area has at least twice the
staff that we do. Marie and myself are the
entire staff here. We could definitely use
more staff, space,and equipment. The
space difficulty will improve soon. It's an
old problem, and a real handicap to the
students.
DOCKET: One thing that you could clear
us up on. There seems to be a wide variety
of opinions on whether students can re
ceive phone messages from employers at
VLS concerning jobs. In speaking with stu
dents, some insisted that there was nosuch
system, others insisted Marie takes such
calls frequently, and others said that the
administration office takes them? What's
the story?
Ginny: Well, Marie certainly does take sev
eral such phone calls, and she posts any
messages. Generally, that is our objective,
serving the students. There are limits
though; Marie can't just lend out her phone
to people. That limits incoming calls, and
some people abuse the privilege.
DOCKET: How do you keep all the data
straight?
Marie: To be honest, the filing isn't really
a problem, because we don't have that
much. There isn't room to increase it.
There are a lot of things we'd like to have.
We'd like to have more books in our library.
We should have a card catalog so peoplecan
find the books they want on employment
more easily. But this office just isn't big
enough.
DOCKET: What things do you think stu
dents could do to help themselves that
they aren't doing?
Ginny: Well actually, some students do
quite a bit. Others don't do enough. Some
aren't eager enough.. I think some of them
are terrified because they don't know
where to start. I try to impress on them
that it is often important just to keep busy.
Some seem too passive.
Marie: I think others should just spend
some time in here and just watch how
much goes on every day. Sometimes they
must make their opi^rtunities, and some
do. Sometimes it has just been a case of last
minute matching. We aren't here to "find

students jobs." We serve as a liaison. Most
of the people who later don't have jobs — I
can't even remember seeing them in here.
Ginny: It's the students we don't see that
we worry about.
DOCKET: Can you give us an idea about
how many hours students spend utilizing
the resources here?
Marie: I don't know, but a survey would be
a good idea. It would be interesting to see
the results.
DOCKET: Do you see differences in the
most recent graduating classes here? Are
the types of legal employment sought
changing?
Marie: The trend has definitely been to
wards more clerkships.
Ginny: More pursuit of the corporate*
market too, but not as much. It is a harder
market. There is also a greater geographic
distribution now, especially directed to
wards New York. We also saw two or three
students find jobs in California last year.
The trend seems to be away from govern
ment and legal services positions.Students
are moving more towards the small firms
and the smaller towns, especially in Pen
nsylvania. There is more willingness to go
where the jobs are.
DOCKET: You've answered this question
a million times, and yet, someone always
asks it again. How important is it to obtain
legal employment after your first year in
law school?
Ginny: If it makes you feel moresecure in a
legal environment, it is fine. Jobs after the
first year are hard to get, and often don't
pay very well. I really don't think it is criti
cal, and my opinion is based on conversa
tions I've had with employers about the
subject. Employers are more interested in
solid classroom marks. If your mark wer^
en't high, it may be a good idea. Sometimes
though, I think it is healthy to get away
from it all. Your summer after first year is
really your last chance.
DOCKET: Have you noticed any practices
unique to the legal profession in the way
that it recruits its members?
Marie: The resumes are definitely differ
ent for legal positions. They want substan
tive information, not your height and
weight.
Ginny: I think firms are scrutinizing stu
dents as people more carefully. Your eso
teric qualities may be the difference if your
abilities are a given. A lot of it is the ability
to sell oneself. And of course, there is the
"lawyer look."
DOCKET: What resources are available to
students for learning effective interview
techniques?
Ginny: We have books, handouts. We can
set up mock interviews and videotape
them. Sometimes we can even contact
alumni to help students practice.
DOCKET: It is no secret there has been a
lot of criticism of the Placement Office by
students here. Which criticisms do you
hear the most? Which criticisms are justi
fied, and which ones are unfair? Why?
Marie: Students often assume we can't
help them with something when wecould if
they only asked us. A real problem some
times is communication.
Ginny: Something I've been pushing for
quite awhile is student mailboxes. This
would help us deal with the problems of
messages that are placed on the bulletin
board that students say that they never
saw. We just don't have the space. It has
become a sore subject around here. Penn
has them though.

a scene Td like to see •
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Marie: I think that the nursing students at
St. Mary's have their own mailboxes. (On
criticism:) One thing that I wish students
would realize is that we're giving them ad
vice. We are not "telling them what todo."
Some will come back and say, "I didn't get
the job because you told me to do this."
Students should mix our advice with their
own judgment.
Ginny: It is the nature of the business to
criticize Placement. If everyone had a job in
September, Marie and I could go to Acapulco. We are available. We wish that stu
dents would come to us with specific
problems. We take a positive constructive
view towards criticism, but the amorphous
moaning and groaning is hard to deal with.
Marie: A good example of how wecan help,
is that there is information that we don't
have here, but if someone asks for it, I can
get it right away. Someone asked me for a
list of New York judges the other day, and I
had the list for them the next day.
DOCKET: How do you respond to com
plaints that most of the jobs listings here
are from Pennsylvania, and that there are
not more from out of state, like New York?
Ginny: I agree with them. I wish that we
had more out of state firms. Last summer,
we asked every firm in New York State
with ten or more attorneys to participate in
the "Four in One" Interview Program. We
wish more of them had responded. We're
hoping that we can do better in these out-ofstate areas as more of our graduates mi
grate to these areas.
Our programs have grown though.
There are no longer just fall interviews.
On-campus interviewing goes all year
round. It is not just the law review students
interviewing either. We are trying to con
vince even the sole practitioners to inter
view on campus.
DOCKET: Is it fair to say that the vast
majority of employment opportunities are
geared towards law firms, as opposed to
corporations, private foundations insu
rance companies, etc?
Ginny: It's true that Villanova has tradi
tionally trained its students to function in
the traditional law firm setting. There are
problems identifying the needs of employ
ers in other settings.
Marie: This is an area where Placment
can help them where they can't help them
selves. I can call an employer and say,
"This is the Placement Office at Villanova
Law School," and they'll respond more
quickly.
DOCKET: Students here have criticized
the interviewing process at VLS. Some stu
dents point out that Penn requires a firm to
interview every student who wants to in
terview for the firm, and that Villanova
should follow this procedure. How do you
feel about that?
Ginny: Penn does do that, and they can
afford to. They are older and more estab
lished. They also are not afraid to lose an
employer. We do have this concern. We
didn't lose any employers last year, and we
don't wish to alienate any employers this
way. A lot of firms won't tolerate a school
telling them who they can interview and
who they can't.
Another factor is that every other law
school in the area has a word processor and
an operator. We need this and don't have it.
We could send more letters out to firms if
we had one. We could also coordinate the
problems of signing up for interviews bet
ter, because it would be easier to tell at a
glance which students were really inter
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ested in which firms. I'd like to use a sys
tem where the firms pick 75% of the
students they interview, and theother 25%
are randomly chosen. If we had a word
processor or computer, we could do this.
DOCKET: Wouldn't setting a limit on the
number of interviews that a student could
sign up for help defuse the charge that the
benefits of the interviewing system are lar
gely limited to law review students?
Ginny: Limiting interviews would be a
tricky system. It could be unfair. Some stu
dents will need more interviews than oth
ers to find jobs.
DOCKET: How do you work with the
other area law schools other than the
"Four-in-One " Interview Program?
Ginny: We have a very good, close relation
ship with the other schools. Some of the
members of the other staffs are among my
best friends. We swap lists; it really isn't
cutthroat. There is a spirit of cooperation.
Marie: We draw the line short of sharing
job listings though.
DOCKET: Do-you have any other impres
sions about Villanova Law School?
Ginny: I really like our students. You can
see the strain, but I really think that the
students here are friendly, and not too cut
throat.
DOCKET: What about students missing
interviews?
Ginny: That is a severe problem, and one
we are working hard to correct.
Marie: I'm always amazed at how some
one can actually forget about a job inter
view. It can really make me sink low in my
chair when I have to face an employer who
is stuck there waiting for 20-30 minutes.
The worst thing is that if I'd been notified
in advance, the spot could have gone to
another student who would desperately
want the interview.
Ginny: The ramifications of a "no show"
are endless. It alienates the firm and the
interviewer towards the student, towards
us, and towards the school. We try very
hard to please employers, and this hurts.
Marie actually has to harass some of these
people to write apology letters after they
have missed interviews. Employers don't
forget that sort of thing. They'll remember
the name if they see it on a resume later.
DOCKET: Is this problem prevalent at
other area law schools?
Ginny: Well, I can only speak for our fourin-one interviews. During the fall, we had
one student miss three interviews. Of se
venteen "no shows,'' Penn had four of
them, Rutgers one, and Temple zero, while
Villanova had twelve. This is embarrass
ing to us, frankly.
DOCKET: What can be done?
Ginny: I'm not sure. I think if we ever
decided to post the names of the "no
shows" on the bulletin board, the problem
would die out quickly. My own personal
view is that if a student misses an inter
view without a very compelling excuse,
he/she should be out of the interviewing
prc^ram.
We have come up with a solution for next
year to try to prevent this from occurring.
We plan to start a confirmation system for
interviews. Before the student can attend
the interview, he/she must sign a list that
Marie has 24 hours before the interview,
confirming that he/she will attend the in
terview.
Marie: I think that this would prevent stu
dents from coming back to me later and
saying, "Oh, I thought my interview was
next Tuesday."
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Tenure System Explained

VLS PROCESSES PROFESSORS
by Jackie Shulman
Isn't it interesting how a simple six letter
word can mean so much in one context and
so little in another.
Take the word, "Tenure" for instance.
Used in the game of Scrabble, tenure is
an unremarkable gathering of letters,
yielding a meager total point value of six
(notwithstanding the possibhty of landing
on triple word score).
But, in the game of Academia, Tenure is
without a doubt, the undisputed First. . .
and last word. For, to win tenure, is to
score very high indeed.
At VLS, "Tenure means that a faculty
member has been appointed without a spec-

fair tenure procedure and thereby provid
ing for academic freedom and economic se
curity through the granting of tenure."
Considering the size of the aforementi
oned stakes, the rules of the tenure game
are relatively simple.
Basically, the Dean of the Law School,
the tenured faculty and the Tenure Screen
ing Committee consider five factors before
deciding to grant or deny tenure. They are;
L Teaching effectiveness.
2. Contribution to the Law School
(beyond the regular teaching duties).
3. Scholarship (Home of the age old
"Publish or Perish" Doctrine).
4. Contributions to the University, the
Community and the Profession.
5. The academic needs of the law school.
Initially, the Tenure Screening Commit
tee investigates these five factors and
makes its recommendation to grant or deny
tenure to the tenured law school faculty;
Next, the tenured faculty makes its re
commendation to the Dean of the Law
School, who in turn makes his or her re
commendation to the President of the Uni
versity. The final authority for granting or
denying faculty tenure rests with the Presi
dent of Villanova University or the Board of
Trustees, in its discretion.

Tenurable professor wanted.
ified expiration date, except for the date of
retirement, and that his or her service shall
not be terminated except for adequate
cause . . "
As stated in the VLS Tenure Policy and
Procedure manual, the "purpose of this te
nure policy is to aid in securing and holding
a faculty of high quality for the Law School
by establishing standards of professional
competence and integrity for the granting
of tenure, and establishing an orderly and

The Tenure Screening Committee can
begin its investigation and evaluation dur
ing the faculty member's third year at the
Law School, if requested by the faculty
member to do so. Otherwise, such recom
mendation is made at the end of the Faculty
member's fourth year, so that the Dean's
recommendation to the President is made
no later than November of the Faculty
member's fifth year.
Substantively, the Committee's investi
gation for tenure includes:
L Solicitation of the views of students or
alumni who have had contact with the Fa
culty member.
2. Interviews or correspondence with
any other persons who might have relevant

SBA SHARES ITS BOUNTY
by James Watkins

The Student Bar Association has re
leased its Spring semester Budget Report
which allocated $7,050 of SBA funds tostu
dent organizations. The SBA itself receives
$4,000 per semester, approximately 75% of
which is generated from student fees of $5
per semester, the remainder coming from
the University coffers.
The Yearbook staff, traditionally the sin
gle largest money-spender, once again re
ceived the largest allocation ($1900) of any
student organization or SBA-sponsored ac
tivity. The Barrister's Ball was close be
hind ($1600) followed by a large number of
groups in the $175 to $350 range.
Docket sources within the SBA have
revealed that an internal struggle preceded
the release of the Spring budget. After a
heated closed-door discussion it was ininitially decided by SBA respresentatives
that the budget would not be released pub
licly due to a fear that dollar variations
between organizations would invite criti
cism. It was only after the Docket's direct
request to SBA President Kirk Karagelian
that the budget was released for publica
tion. Karagelian explained that, "There
was some concern over publishing our
budget because it's basically only one side
of the coin, you don't see what the organiza
tions asked for as compared to what they
received."
Karagelian said that all budget meetings
are open to the public and that it is up to
each student group seeking funds to justify
the amount requested at these meetings. A
budget request form is presented by each
applicant which is evaluated by the SBA
officers. Knowledge of the proper method of
filling out the request form is often essen
tial to receiving the requested amount, ac
cording to Karagelian. For example, if an
applicant states that no dues are paid by his
organizations members, the SBA will im
pute dues of $3 per member which could
substantially reduce the amount of money
awarded.
The SBA has established a list of guide
lines designed to be an aid in completing
a budget request form. This list is available
from any SBA officer and includes the max
imum amounts the SBA will allow for spe

cific activities. A post-lecture reception, for
example, is limited to $75. In addition, the
SBA's policy is not to provide funding for
liquor purchases for such activities. Kar
agelian explained that the reason for this
policy is that the SBA itself does not have
the necessary funds to supply liquor for all
receptions.
Mary Ann Knight, Chairperson of the
Lawyers Guild, emphasized the impor
tance of knowing the "secrets" to prepar
ing a proper budget request form. "The
SBA refuses to provide travel expenses for
speakers we sponsor," Knight said, "but
they will provide money for an honor
arium. So, if you label 'travel expenses' as
an 'honorarium' instead, you're likely to
get the money."
Karagelian acknowledges that such ma
neuvering pays off, and he encourages stu
dent organizations to take advantage of
those things, which the SBA does finance,
such as honorariums. Nevertheless, he cau
tions against "padding" a request form:
"People who don't pad end up better off. If
you come to us with a large request and
can't specify where all the money will go,
don't expect to get it."
According to Karagelian, the SBA is anx
ious to work with an organization to pro
vide the proper funding and to this end the
SBA takes a flexible position on budget re
quests. The SBA will help to properly clas
sify requests, said Karagelian, and is
always open to amended requests for fund
ing. Knight agreed, and added that she sees
a marked difference between present and
past SBA administrations, noting that
knowledge of the "secrets" of proper
budget requests is no longer as important
as in past years: "The SBA is more sympa
thetic to deficient applications than it used
to be; they will automatically convert'some
non-fundable requests to categories that
are fundable."
Because student fees are expected to rise
to $10 per semester next school year, Kar
agelian hopes to see a 75% increase in avail
able funds. "The availability of more
money may not increase the number of
student-sponsored activities," he said,
"but it should improve their quality since
we'll be able to provide more money for
each event.'.'

information or opinions about the faculty
member's performance while at Law
School.
3. Review of all of the Faculty member's
publications written while at Law School.
Opinions of persons in and outside the Law
School may be solicited concerning the
quality of such publications.
4. Conference with the Faculty member.
5. Interviews or correspondence with
any persons suggested by the Faculty
member.
6. Review of any information or material
submitted by the Faculty member.
7. Observations of the Faculty
member's classes, with or without prior
notice.
The Faculty member seeking tenure has
the right to review the entire contents of
his or her file. Before the tenured Faculty
makes its recommendation, the member
seeking tenure can submit written com
ments on the evaluation and appear in per
son to discuss his or her tenure. Tenure is
granted or denied via a majority vote by the
tenured Faculty.
In exceptional cases, because of a Faculty
member's or candidate's prior experience,
the tenured Faculty and the Dean may re
commend tenure at an earlier time or with
out following the procedure set forth in the
policy and procedure manual.
What does all of this mean to the average
Villanova law student? Well, for starters,
in each of the three years, at least one nontenured member of the faculty will become
eligible for tenure. In this year alone, two
faculty members. Professor Ann Poulin
and Professor Hank Perritt, have allowed
their name to be placed in consideration
for tenure.
Last week, as part of the mandated pro
cess, the Tenure Screening Committee
posted a notice requesting student input on
these two applications. It is reasonable to
assume that, in the past two and a half
years, scores of students have had the op
portunity to experience the "academic"
abilities of both Professors Poulin and Per
ritt. Thesestudents need to understand the
importance of their role in the tenure pro
cess . . . and their ability to influence the
final recommendation. The last time a pro
fessor was reviewed for tenure, the total
input of the VLS student body was one
solitary letter.
Therefore, wherever possible, they
should "find/make" the time to respond to
the Screening Committee' invitation. All
students involved with these professors
should complete the class evaluation forms
with great care. Some might feel comforta
ble writing a letter to the editor or having a
quick chat with a Dean or tenured faculty
member.
Student involvement is written into the
tenure procedure. It is our responsibility to
give it life by making ourselves heard.
After all, in the game of Academia, if a
valued professor is denied tenure, we, the
students are clearly the "losers."

PROFESSOR ANNE POULIN

103 S. Ct. 2985
The United States Supreme Court in

Lehrv Robertson, 103 S. Ct. 2985(1983),

cited an article written by Professor Anne
Poulin. Professor Poulin's article, Illegitemacy and Family Privacy: A Note on Mater
nal Cooperation in Paternity Suits, 70 Nw.
U.L. Rev. 910 (1976), appears in footnote 17
of the majority opinion. The Court cited
Professor Poulin as one of the commenta
tors who have emphasized the constitu
tional importance of the distinction
between an inchoate and fully developed
parent-child relationship which affects the
unwed father's interest in his illegitimate
child.
, Professor Poulin commented, "It's nice
to know someone is reading what I wrote."

Presidential Lotto:
Pick A Winner
by Beowulf M. Jones

Hey, sports fans.' It may be a little too late
to get in on any Super Bowl action, but all is
not lost. After all, 1984 is an election year.
So, as a public service. The Docket, with
the help of all the booze that's fit to drink,
presents the early odds:
Walter Mondale
2-1
Ronald Reagan
2-1
Gary Hart
4-1
John Glenn
5-1
Jesse Jackson
7-1
Ted Kennedy
7-1
Alan Cranston
9-1
George McGovern
20-1
Ernest Hollings
30-1
Reuben Askew
30-1
J. Willard O'Brien
500-1
Joe Dellapenna
10,000-1
Still, as that eminent political scientist.
Yogi Berra, noted, "It ain't over till it's
over." See y'all in November.

STUDENT BAR ASSOCIATION
SPRING SEMESTER BUDGET REPORT
FUNDS AVAILABLE!

Checkbook balance*
$3050.00
Allocation from Villanova
4000.00
TOTAL $7050.00

ALLOCATIONS!
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS! Phi Delta Phi
$300.00
Rugby Club
250.00
Basketball Team
175»00
Women's Law Caucus
125.00
International Law
Society
300.00
Squash Club
75>00
National Lawyer's Guild 110.00
Jewish Law Students
215.00
Soccer Team
190.00
BALSA
l't5.00
Christian Legal Society 135»00
Villanova Legal
Information Center
30.00
SUB-TOTAL $2050.00
SBA ACTIVITIES!

Barrister's Ball
$l600.00
Yearbook
1900.00
100 Days Party
350.00
TGIF's
250.00
23 East Night
125.00
Volleyball Tourney
100.00
Roller Skating
75»00
Fall '84 Orientation
200.00
Miscellaneous
200.00
Safety Buffer**
200.00
SUB-TOTAL $5000.00
SEMESTER TOTAL $7050.00

•Includes yearbook advertisements, profits from t-shirt
sale, and unused funds from Fall semester.
**Administration requirement
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Gallagher, Porter Upset In Relmels
(Con tin ued from, page 1)
vised the disputed stipulation before the
quarter-final round.
As in previous years, there were some
problems with late briefs in the earlier
rounds. Formerly, teams were eliminated
from the competition for late briefs. This
year the four teams who submitted late
briefs were sanctioned individually by
their judges. Colicchio said the Board set
this policy in order to ensure an even
number of teams in the round robin portion
of the competition. He warned that this
policy may change on a year to year basis.
The round robin competition used a
point system which prevented premature
elimination of strong teams which had
been matched against other strong teams.
With very few exceptions, the alumni
judges in the round robin arguments com
pleted the brief evaluation forms before the
arguments, thereby assuring careful eva
luation of the briefs as well as the oral
arguments.
Student feedback on the new round robin
matchings and the point system of scoring
has been generally favorable. Colicchio
said the students commented favorably on
the opportunity to argue twice before dif
ferent judges and against different oppo
nents. They felt the system was fairer than
a single round elimination where the
judges may not have even read the briefs
prior to the argument. Colicchio said the
point system,was a better indicator of the
quality of the team's advocacy and ob
served that only about five of the fifty-eight
teams won both of their first two argu
ments and failed to advance to the third
round.
Unlike past years, each argument in the
first three rounds was presided over by
three judges. In a few cases, however, fa
culty members were called upon to replace
a missing judge.

When teams were announced for the
third round, a disproportionate number of
respondent teams were winners. The
Board drew names and posted matchings
requiring thirteen out of sixteen teams to
switch side in order to even out the number
of respondent and petitioner teams. When
Colicchio discovered the postings, he imme
diately conducted a new drawing, match
ing teams so that only three of the sixteen
teams were required to argue a new posi
tion. Colicchio said, "I'll eat the crow. It's
only me. I wanted what was best overall for
the competition." Colicchio felt that with
the relatively short amount of time to file
new briefs before the next round of argu
ments and the requirement for responsive
briefs, the quality of the arguments would
suffer if the majority of teams changed po
sitions.
Students are invited to submit written
suggestions and proposals concerning this,,
or any other aspects of the current Reimels
Competition, to Colicchio or other
members of the Moot Court Board. Colic
chio said the Board is interested in serious
feedback from the students on how to im
prove the competition in the future. The
1983-84 year has been a year of significant
changes in the operation of the competi
tion, and the Board itself, and the Board
needs student feedback to evaluate these
changes.
For students who are interested in im
proving their advocacy skills, the Reimels
Evaluation and Instruction Committee,
chaired by Andrew Siegeltuch, will meet
with individual participants from the com
petition. Committee members will review
students' briefs and evaluations from oral
arguments, and suggest alternate tech
niques where appropriate, and generally
instruct students in advocacy. The Com
mittee will be announcing their schedule
for appointments at the end of February.

All Cardozo's Children
by T. Acky

The town of Garey in the state of Villanova seems an ordinary enough sort of place.
The people seem to be divided among the
usual two sexes, the dogs ruin the curbs
and the sidewalks, and there is a drinking
establishment for every 3.4 persons regis
tered on the last census. But, spend a little
time in Garey and you'll begin to get a feel
ing — a feeling that somewhere, something
isn't right. No one is out of work who
doesn't want to be, and yet no one seems
more definitely employed than a vague ref
erence to "the office." The clothing of the
citizens is, more often than not, in colors
not known in nature, printed on fabrics
found only at Dupont. (Except on certain
rare tropical birds.) And most puzzling of
all, the people seem to be prospering under
the current regime; BMWs, minks, and
Chivas abound. (Especially the latter after
4 p.m.) The center of activity as well as the
gathering place for the locals is the Thomas
Moore Law, Immorality, and Communica
ble Disease Utopian Library and Fish
Market.
At this very moment, two of Garey's lead
ing lights are in deep conversation at the
Thomas Moore. They are: Robertson Ardmore Broadlawns IV - known as "Trip" to
his less intelligent friends; — and Adrian
Wishewash — for whom the town had only
recently held a Backbone Bank Drive. The
backbone implant had been partially suc
cessful and was responsible for, the pre
viously jelly-like, Wishewash's current
concern: threatening Trip with a loaded
magnum.
"I say old thing," commented Trip as he
lit a cigarette. "This is really too rude for
words. Do point that thing at something
else — preferrably your head. Besides,
you'll only make a hell of a mess. I'd hate to
have it said of me that I died over the Purdon's . . . and over the Calamari, not to
mention the whole of the Atlantic repor
ter."
"You deserve to die," muttered Adrian
nervously. "I know all about last weekend
— and how you and my Beemis spent the
weekend at the cabin while I was out of
town at the Restatement on Restatements
2001 convention. Beemis said it was purely
professional, but I don't believe a word of
it," he exclaimed, raising the magnum
more or less menacingly. As he took aim.
Trip comforted himself with the fact that
Adrian had been declared legally blind
some three years ago; the scene was inter-

rupted by, the appearance of Teresa Maria
Regina O'Malley de Luiz; the darling of
Garey and the only known person over the
age of twenty who still believed in Santa
Claus. Terry gazed at Adrian with openmouthed surprise, which was matched in
no small way by Adrian's own surprise as
the bullet intended for Trip struck Terry,
who, somewhat unimaginatively, fell to the
floor in a heap. There was a moment of
silence as Trip and Adrian stared at each
other.
Meanwhile, at the Thomas Moore bar,
Jersey Cateaux, Garey's reigningsex queen
(with the possible exception of Skip Moronton), was busily engaged in a professional
conference with the former Beemis Bomar,
wife of Adrian Wishewash, over whom Ad
rian and Trip had been arguingwhen inter
rupted by Terry. Jersey and Beemis were
plotting the downfall of a common enemy,
Dr. MastersJohnsonstine. Dr. Stine was an
advocate of evangelical healings and spon
taneous, auto-hypnotic, self-cures. As a corrolary to her practice. Dr. Stine was firmly
opposed to sexual relations in any and all
forms. Needless to say. Dr. Stine was
thirty-seven years old, unmarried, and sho
wered often. Beemis, who was a worldrenowned sex therapist and Jersey, who
ran the Garey Garb and Groi^ Parlor, had
decided that Stine was putting a decided
cramp in their style.
"Okay, then, it's settled," declared Bee
mis. "We've got to start putting pressure
on Stine. I think your idea of a smear cam
paign is great, Jersey . . . Where do we
start?"
"Easy," remarked Jersey, draining her
Chivas more quickly than decently. "I
know a private investigator, Ivan B. Baad.
All we have to do is turn him loose on her
and we'll be able to smear her from one end
of Villanova to the other." She set her glass
down with a bang and left to make the
arrangements. Sometime later, Beemis
began to get worried and decided to go to
someone else for advice.
— Will Terry cash in on the Ultimate
Liability?
— Will Adrian and Trip stop staring at
each other long enough to do something
about Terry? What will they do?
— Who is Beemis going to talk to? Who
has Jersey hired?
— Wil Sean Abdul O'Grady stop by the
Thomas Moore for a drink?
Any resemblance to any persons living
and/or dead is purely unfortunate.

Max and Kathy Scheurrmnn: postnuptial.

ANTENUPTIAL RITES
by Joe.Zahm

Welcome to 1984. The divorce rate is at an
all time high andyetan increasing number of
couples are deciding to get married. Conse
quently, most prospective spouses, faced with
a 50% chance of an impending divorce are
seeking to protect their financial interests be
fore taking the big plunge.
"Psst! Juliet, are you ready?"
"Is that you Romeo?"
"Yeay, it's me. I've brought the ladder.
Let's get going. It's a long way to Vegas."
"I'm almost packed, Romeo. But, before
we run off and elope, I think we should talk.
It's about these papers I want you to sign."
"Papers?"
. "Yes, Romeo. I was talking with my fa
vorite uncle, Shylock, the family attorney,
and he advised me to have you sign this
prenuptial agreement before we get mar
ried."
"A what?"
"A prenuptial agreement. You know my
cousin Desdemona just got divorced after
supporting her husband so he could get his
Masters in fencing. Now, all she is entitled
to is a paltry alimony payment. Uncle Shylock said if she had protected her invest
ment by entering into a prenuptial
agreement, she'd be entitled to half of her
ex-husband's future earnings as Dean of
the Rosencranz and Guildenstern Fencing
Acadmey."
"But Juliet, what does all this have to do
with us?"
"Everything, Romeo. I've decided that I
will need certain assurances from you be
fore we take our vows."
"Assurances?"
'
"Yes, Romeo. Suppose I were to support
you through graduate school and someday
you went on to be a great romantic hero or a
movie star. Then suppose we were to drift
apart and then get divorced. It would only
make sense, Romeo, that I should be en
titled to half of your future earnings."
"Split up! Juliet, how can you even think
such a thing? Why, our love is a pure and
noble love, a love which can't be denied.
Juliet . ."
"Oh, Romeo. Oh, Romeo. Stop that ro
mantic drivel. I know you love me and I love
you. But, face it sweetheart, marriage
today is like a business partnership. We
women today have to protect ourselves."
"Since when are you a feminist?"

"I'm not Romeo. But, Uncle Shylock
makes a lot of sense. I must do the wise
thing here."
"But fair Juliet, since when is love sup
posed to make sense? And wasn't it Sir
Francis Brown who said, 'It is impossible to
love and be wise.' "
"My God, Romeo, you really believe all
that romantic nonsense you read? Is it not
possible to love you and still be wise in an
economic sense?"
"The whole idea just goes against my
grain. Besides Juliet, how about the sanc
tity of marriage. What purpose do you
think wedding vows serve? You know, 'To
love, honor and cherish 'till death do us
part.' "
"Be serious, Romeo. Those vows won't
get me a one-way ticket to Palooka-ville if
you decide to run off on me someday. I'll
need some assurances, Romeo. It is as sim
ple as that."
"Your Uncle Shylock cant' be trusted. He
has distorted all of your ideals. Remember
when I proposed to you . . how we talked
about mutual trust?"
"I remember, Romeo, but that was when
we were young and naive."
"That was three weeks ago!"
"A girl can grow up quite a bit in three
weeks."
"I don't know, Juliet. I have my doubts,
especially about the future earnings part.
I'll need time to think and consult my law
yer."
"No way, Romeo. It is now or never.
Either sign the agreement or the marriage
is off!"
"Is that an ultimatum, Juliet?"
"It certainly is!!"
"All right, I'll tell you what. If you prom
ise me a job in your father's balcony con
struction firm in case my library career
falls through, then I'll sign. Is it a deal?"
"It's a deal. Come on down from there
and we will sign the papers." ,
"Oh Romeo, my faith in you is restored.
Hold the ladder for me while I climb down.
Oh Romeo this is so romantic, eloping to
Las Vegas and everything."
"Yeah, Juliet, real romantic."
"And look hither, Romeo. A full moon
shines brightly upon us. Alas, fair Romeo,
all the world should be so blessed as to have
a love as noble and true as ours."
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LAW SCHOOL FORUM
Question: "Do you know the nature and extent of your bounty?"

Rich Marcolis
No, but if you ask me tomorrow I could
probably find out. By the way, if it has
anything to do with money... I have none.

Natalie Habert
No, but if you hum a few bars.

HOOP HOOPLA
Do-Rights got their third victory of the
week by defeating the Finest Kind, 59-42,
despite a valiant 22 points by Rich Sestak.
The loss did little to discourage Sestak
(nothing ever does) as he turned around
and led his team to a club record two wins
in a row. First Sestak befuddled the Rea
sonable Persons (would the ordinarily rea
sonably prudent person be playing basket
With Jeff "Oh, were you open under
ball with Sestak anyway?) with 13 points in
neath?" Lessin scoring 22 and 16 points, a 57-40 win. Then, Sestak pounded 20 more
respectively, Joe Mama's defeated Mojo's points home in a 57-33 victory over FungiIII, 77-62, and Expectancy Damages, 60-47. bility.
John "In you face disgrace" Lightener
The Verdicks' Fred Levin proved he had
pumped in 33 points for the Mojos while a little firepower of his own as he scored 27
Kevin "rapid fire" Robins scored 19 points • points to lead his team to a victory over the
for the Damages. The Mama's promptly sloppy Bay of Pigs, 49-36. Mike "World B."
rounded out their week by directing the Jones led all scorers with 27 points. •
Verdicks to a 70-41 defeat as Joe "the origiIn addition to the Finest Kind and the
• nal Mama" Piscina tallied 17 points.
Verdicks, four other teams were tied for
second place with 3-1 records. They were
The Do-Rights, however, refused to yield
Expectancy Damages, Donegaller, Court
and kept pace behind the shooting of Matt
Kiernan and Chris McNichol. Kiernan Jesters and the Spin Offs.
Despite its loss tojoe Mama, Expectancy
scored 19 points as the Rights squeezed by
Damages came back the next game and
the Pro-Boners, 59-53, and then he scored
23 on inside power moves as they beat this out-rebounded the Pro Boners on their way
to a 55-48 win. "Iron" Pete Callaghan
year's edition of the Donegallers 60-40 (last
scored 20 points in that contest. Earlier in
year's graduating class has decimated the
the week Callaghan pumped in 35 points as
team and the hopes of the Donegallers).
the Damages dumped Toxic Waste, 67-66,
Chris McNichol arced in 15 points as the

by Kevin McKenna

Joe Mama's and the Do-Rights each
rolled to four victories apiece as the Villanova Intramural Basketball League opened
play. This year the league consists of 14
teams and is under the direction of
commissioner-player-coach Tom "Red"
Giblin;

Paul Lawrence
Five dollars and the world'sgreatest collec
tion of comic books.

Laura Degnan
Does my checking account count?

despite a valiant loosing effort by Jeff "No
Sugar" Sansweet.
Two of the Donegallers' victories came
over the likes of Mojo's III and Fungibility,
teams only a mother could love. Vaughan
had 17 points against the Fungi in a 58-27
romp, while Mike Gallagher notched 22 in
his team's 60-50 victory over the Mojo's
(and you know how hard it is to beat a
Mojo).
The Court Jesters kept pace by beating
Reasonable Persons, 38-33, and Fungibil
ity, 36-27. Morris led the way with 18
points against Reasonable Persons while
Kevir\ "the P'burgh Enforcer" McKeown
topped all scorers with 14 points in the
Fungibility game. "The Big '0' " — Chuck
Onofry led the Fungi with 11 points in their

third straight loss, even though they had
the league's best cheerleaders by their side.
In other action, the Spin Offs spun one
off the sty-bound Bay of Pigs, 61-41. Emer
son of the Spin-Offs and Mike Jones of the
Pigs each had 19 points. With Jones scoring
22 the next time out, the Pigs won their
first game of the year by defeating the Reas
onable Persons, 58-48. James Eicher led the
losers with 30 points. Oneof the most excit
ing games of the week had the Toxic Waste
coming back to win 37-36 over the SpinOffs with Tom "Machine Gun" Morris hit
ting two free throws as time ran out. Toxic
Waste, as usual, were led by the sharpshooting of "Balding Bob" Nice and the
rebounding strength of John "Tiny" O'Dwyer.

Petrie gets set to throw an elbow.

Murders, Torturers, et al
by Dan Weisman

The law has often been justly accused of
setting up one set of rules for the rich and
powerful and a different set of rules for the
rest of us. Still, like all generalizations, this
one is not absolute. Sometimes a little
quirk in the rules can be exploited by a
"smart Philadelphia lawyer" to produce
some justice.
A case in point can be found in federal
jurisdiction for alien tort claims, specifi
cally 28 use 1350. That section reads,
"The district courts shall have original ju
risdiction of any civil action by an alien for
a tort only, committed in violation of the
law of nations or a treaty of the United
States." This means aliens can be sued on
tort claims in the United States if they can
be found and served.
Recently, the parents of a torture victim
successfully sued the torturer in the Uni
ted States even though neither party was a
US citizen. The case, Filartiga v. PenaIrala, 630 F.2d 286, was quite simple. PenaIrala, a Paraguayan police chief, all^edly
tortured and murdered Filartiga's son for
peaceful dissident activities in Paraguay.
Since Paraguay's governmental form is
basic dictatorship (a mildly repressive au
thoritarian regime in Reaganspeak), Filar
tiga could not obtain any justice there. He
filed suit in US District Court in Brooklyn
when both parties happened to be in the
United States. According to Newsweek
(1/23/84), after the case bounced around
federal courts for a few years, Filartiga ob
tained a judgment for $10 million in Janu
ary, 1984.
In political terms, this is an especially
fascinating precedent. It opens the door for
victims of various unsavory regimes to use

law instead of bullets to stop their oppres
sors. True, a lawsuit in the United States is
a limited solution. Both parties must be
available for the formalities. The loser, as
Pena-Irala did, can flee the countp' to avoid
paying. Most important, lawsuits are ex
pensive, especially for political refugees
who do not have much money. Of course
the defendants generally will not have that
problem as they would tend to come from
the upper classes in their societies. In op
pressive societies, the upper classes control
all the wealth.
This points the way for us as lawyers to
solve some of our foreign policy problems.
We wouldn't even need Henry Kissinger or
a bipartisan commission! Instead, we
should spread the word among the refugee
population about their legal rights viz a viz
their oppressors. A flood of litigation could
be launched against the torturers, murder
ers and others who deny the most basic
human rights to their victims.
. Should this happen, the effect would be
to deny our shores to foreign dictators and
their agents. No longer would a deposed
dictator be able to seek sanctuary here from
his own people. He would have to go else
where or face trial at home, as has hap
pened in Argentina. America could again
become the refuge for the poor, the tired,
and the huddled masses yearning to be free.
notes: (1) Three high-ranking members
of Robert D'Aubisson's Arena party have
been assassinated in the last few months in
El Salvador. Many press reports have
linked Arena with Right Wing death
squads. (2) The Philadelphia Inquirer,
(1/30/84) reported that some Salvadoran
death squad leaders operate out of Miami.
God bless America.
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Lexis
Westlaw Systems
TRAIN EARLY AVOrO THE RUSH

A crowd of computer trainees is anticipated at the begin
ning of next term, so tliat first year students will be trained
in time to use the computer for their Spring writing assign
ments.
First year students who want a more relaxed training at
mosphere are advised to sign up now for December or
early January training sessions. Come to the Law Library
circulation desk and schedule a training session. Students
who plan ahead now can be trained, have time to practice
on LEXIS or WESTLAW, and feel secure about using the
computer by the time Spring rolls around. .
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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF JUSTICE SELLERS
by Michael McGrath
The local district court of Villanova, Pen
nsylvania is located only a few hundred yards
away from Garey Hall, on 771 East Lancas
ter Avenue. The district justice, Nicholas
Sellers, recently wrote a letter to Professor:
Barry (noted in the December Docket) invit
ing interested Villanova Law School students
to visit his court. This reporter spent the day
of January 24 observing and meeting with
Justice Sellers.
In 1970, Pennsylvania replaced the old
office of the local justice of the peace with
the present system of district justices. This
consolidated the local judiciary substan
tially. There are less than 1000 district jus
tices, in contrast with the 5000 justices of
the peace that formerly heard cases at the
local level.
While implementing this change, Pen
nsylvania also sets salaries for the district
justices. The justice of the peace received
his compensation entirely from the costs of
court. "Some weren't paid as well under
the old system, but in a few districts in
which the justice of the peace heard a lot of
cases, he might have made over
$50,000/year," commented Justice Sellers.
The ceiling now is $30,000/year, and salar
ies vary according to the district popula
tion, "which may be unrelated to how
many cases you'll handle," added Justice
Sellers.
The district justice no longer receives
any direct compensation out of the court
costs, and his duties are strictly judicial,
unlike the justice of the peace, who per
formed a variety of administrative duties.
The one such duty that a district justice
may still perform is a marriage ceremony,
for which he or she may not charge more
than $5.
Justice Sellers has responsibility for
hearing cases in Radnor involving sum
mary criminal offenses, small claims, and
civil suits for amount not exceeding $4000.
The summary offenses are mostly traffic
and parking tickets, as well as other
charges including harassment, disorderly
conduct, and public drunkenness. These
offenses are tried at this level because the
maximum sentence does not exceed three
months imprisonment. This court alsocon
ducts preliminary hearings of felonies and
misdemeanors. Here, the prosecution must
present enough evidence to prove a prima
facie case. If it can satisfy that burden, the
Court of Common Pleas subsequently
hears the case.
Cases are heard in District Court 32-1-11
on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays.
The bulk of the criminal cases are general
ly heard on Thursday, so that the police of
ficer carrying the complaints can present
them all in one day. The docket for Tues
day was not heavy, but there were enough
cases to illustrate the function of the court.
Cases listed included a civil complaint to
collect a plumber's bill for services, an ac
tion for non-payment of rent, a preliminary
hearing on a marijuana possession charge,
an ejection proceeding by a landlord, and a
preliminary hearing on a drunk driving
charge.
The court is located on 771 East Lancas
ter avenue and occupies a suite of rooms
on the second floor. The courtroom itself is
quite small. There are two tables, one for
the plaintiff, and another for the defendant.
There is a witness stand beside the bar, and
two rows of seating behind the tables. Par
ties generally wait in the larger outside
office until the court is scheduled to hear
their case.
After several defaults, the first case to be
heard involved a plumber who sued a Vil
lanova student to collect a bill for plumbing
work done in her apartment. The owner of
the plumbing company handled his own
case, asking the student questions and ex
plaining his own case. Then the student
presented her defense and asked the plain
tiff questions. Either party may also call
witnesses, and cross examine the other
party's witnesses. Each party may also de
liver a closing argument. The procedure is
simple and informal. Justice Sellers menti
oned that attorneys will often advise
clients to handle their own cases at this
level, volunteering to represent them in the
Court of Common Pleas if the case is ap
pealed.
In this case, the student claimed that she
called the plumber to obtain an estimate for
installing a shower system in the bathroom
and to have a leaky kitchen faucet fixed.
The plumber charged her for ninety min

utes labor, which primarily included re
placing the valve seats and washers. Later
that same evening, a more damaging leak
developed. The defendant's boyfriend fixed
the problem by purchasing a valve stem for
about $5. He installed it himself in about
ten minutes. The defendant subsequently
wrote a letter to the plumber protesting the
amount of the bill, which was $53.
The plaintiff defended the workmanship
of his employee, but had no explanation
regarding the development of the second
leak, commenting only that it was "most
unfortunate." The only factual dispute
concerned whether the defendant's land
lord agreed that the amount of the bill was
fair. Neither party called the landlord as a
witness.
After listening to both arguments. Jus
tice Sellers advised the parties that he
would notify them of his decision in writing
within five days. Justice Sellers explained
to this reporter that he could announce his
decision immediately, but that that prac
tice sometimes encourages the losing party
to protest the decision while he or she is
still in the courtroom.
A landlord brought an action against his
tenant to recover rent unpaid by the tenant
in the second case. In contrast to the first
case, the parties in this case made nosecret
of their animosity for each other. An ex
traordinary element of this case was that
the landlord hired another tenant to
argue his case for him and did not appear.
The defendant, a lawyer, had rented a suite
of offices from the plaintiff. He had also
sublet one office to the tenant arguing the
case for the landlord. This other tenant
apparently ran a collection agency.
The defendant had substantial difficulty
remembering the dates of his tenancy. No
written lease existed. The defendant
argued that he had withheld rent because
of substandard conditions in the suite,
which included noxious odors and bee in
festation. However, the plaintiff's represenative proved that the landlord and the
defendant had reached an agreement on the
rent and resolution of these conditions six
months before the termination of the te
nancy. Curiously, the defendant chose not
to cross examine the landlord's counsel on
this point. He also presented no further
evidence concerning the specific reason
that he did not pay rent for the final months
of his tenancy.
The plaintiff's counsel called as his only
witness a woman who had worked in the
office with both the men as a secretary. She
did not clearly explain her relationship to
the parties, but she had apparently worked
for both the landlord and the collection
agent. She testified about other factual dis
putes between the two parties that weren't
relevant issues in the lawsuit. She also con
tradicted herself on at least one occasion,
and her testimony regarding the substand
ard conditions actually supported the de
fendant's claim.
The trial lasted for about one hour, al
though the parties spent most of the hour
arguing about tangential issues. The nu
merous objections raised by each party
reflected their substantial hostility.Justice
Sellers overruled practically every one.
After presiding over this case. Justice
Sellers discussed in some detail the proce
dure at the district court level. The proce
dure for filing a civil claim here is very
simple. The plaintiff merely completes a
form that sets forth the general nature of
the complaint, without any formal plead
ings. The court then sends thecomplaint to
the defendant via certified mail. For a fee,
the plaintiff can have the complaint person
ally served on the defendant.
The two general types of civil cases that
Justice Sellers hears are claims to collect
debts, and landlord/tenant cases. Justice
Sellers explained that he can award con
tract damages, but could not order specific
performance in any situation. He is gener
ally limited to awarding money judgments,
but in landlord/tenant cases, he can order a
tenant to leave if he has breached his lease
or has not paid rent. Justice Sellers menti
oned that "most of the landlord/tenant
cases boil down to the tenant's inability to
pay the rent."
Commenting on the last case. Justice
Sellers explained that either party could
appeal his decision to the Court of Common
Pleas within thirty days. The winner could
appeal for a larger award. This merely re
quires completing another form. Then the
case is heard as if the plaintiff had origi
nally filed his case there.

The procedure involved in the criminal
case is more sophisticated. Justice Sellers
mentioned that in a summary case, the
complaint must specifically state the
charge, and the ordinance violated. He
noted that a prospective defendant plan
ning to request a trial on a summary charge
should look up the ordinance.
"Usually, the police officer comes in on
Thursday with a stack of complaints. The
information on these complaints is techni
cally hearsay, but the objection is rarely
made," instructed Justice Sellers. He re
vealed that his usual policy is to allow any
evidence in most situations, because "most
of the rules of evidence are to prevent jury
prejudice."
Justice Sellers estimated that speeding
cases are the hardest to beat, "because the
police have such accurate evidence." The
prosecution must produce more reliable ev
idence than the defendant to win its case.
This includes reading into a record evi
dence concerning any machinery used by
the police (radar gun, breathlyzer), as well
as documentation that these instruments
are working properly, and have been tested
recently for accuracy. Evidence must also
establish that thearresting officer is a qual
ified operator of the instrument. The prose
cution rarely neglects any of these
requirements, but if it does, the defendant
can ask for a dismissal after the prosecu
tion has finished presenting its case.
Justice Sellers has discretion to permit
the prosecution to reopen its case to gua
rantee justice. This is significant, because
the prosecution cannot appeal a dismissal
of a summary offense. A losing defendant
can, however, appeal to the Court of Com
mon Pleas.
Another little known fact concerning
procedure in these summary cases is that
the police officer who filed the charge must
not only appear in court, but he is supposed
to recognize the defendant. Justice Sellers
remarked that he often cannot, although
this point is also rarely raised by defend
ants. He added that "if you are planning to
fight the ticket, you won't help you case by
antagonizing the officer at the scene. He'll
be much more likely to remember you if you
do, and he will often note that on the criter
ion."
Justice Sellers warned that a driver can
cause his license to be suspended or a war
rant might be issued if he fails to respond to
a traffic citation. "When they decide tosub
sequently argue against the charge, they
don't have nearly asgood a chance, because
by failing to respond initially, they have
jeopardized their credibility here."
Justice Sellers' other duties include pre
siding over arraignments and preliminary
hearings in misdemeanor and felony cases.
He can also set bail for any charge except
murder. Describing the situation before the
arraignment, Justice Sellers said, "It will
usually start with phone calls to me and the
defendant's attorney in the middle of the
night. At this point, the attorney's primary
responsibilities are to tell his client to re
main silent, and to come down here to work
out the bail situation."
Justice Sellers freely admitted that many
arraignments do not occur within six hours
after arrest (the Pennsylvania require
ment), and that the only deterrent to violat
ing that standard is that the court hearing
the case can exclude any statement the de
fendant makes during the period prior to
arraignment.
In discussing bail. Justice Sellers em
phasized that the major consideration in
volved is ensuring the presence of the
defendant at his trial, not punishing him.
"Usually, I'll consider whether the defend
ant has ties in the community, whether he
has prior offenses. If he already has a law
yer, it proves that someone will vouch for
him. A residence in the community is also a
significant factor."
If Justice Sellers decides that no bail is
necessary to compel the defendant's ap
pearance at his trial, he can release the
defendant on his own recognizance
(R.O.R.). "Of course," remarked Justice
Sellers, laughing, "if he says, 'Can I get
R.O.R.,' it usually means that he's been
here before, which might be weighted
against him." Justice Sellers noted that he
usually gives defendants arrested on the
charge of driving-while-intoxicated R.O.R.
Two of the afternoon cases were preHminary hearings on misdemeanor charges. In
one case, a young adult faced charges for
marijuana possession. PoHce discovered a

pipe containing cold marijuana residue in
the car of the defendant. A lawyer repres
ented the defendant in this case. The prose
cution presented its case, introducing the
pipe as evidence. Generally, the defense has
the right to examine all of the witnesses for
the prosecution, but, because the hearing
primarily serves to allow the prosecution to
establish its case, the defense cannot call
its own. Here, however. Justice Sellers per
mitted the attorney for the defendant to
call the defendant's father as a witness.
Justice Sellers determined in this case
that there was not sufficient evidence of
possession to send the case to the Court of
Common Pleas. He would also have dis
missed the case if lab reports had shown
that the substance in the pipe was not an
illegal substance. His discretion here is bal
anced by the power of the police to rearrest
if they subsequently uncover additional ev
idence relating to the same charge.
Another preliminary hearing followed on
a charge of driving-while-intoxicated. The
prosecution established its case this time.
Justice Sellers explained that most of these
cases "will go A.R.D." A.R.D. stands for
accelerated rehabilitation disposition. This
is a decision by the district attorney to
allow the defendant to plead guilty before
the trial. Then, the defendant usually re
ceives probation for a varying period not to
exceed one year. The defendant carries no
record of a criminal conviction. "The judge
doesn't necessarily have to go along with
this, but he also can't independently order
it. The district attorney has to suggest it,"
explained Justice Sellers. He estimated that
40% of all charges are resolved by A.R.D.
Justice Sellers discussed other matters of
interest to anyone charged with drivingwhile-intoxicated. A defendant can exam
ine the prosecution's copy of the
breathalyzer test, but he must petition the
Court of Common Pleas to obtain his own
copy.
Delivered somewhat as a warning. Jus
tice Sellers explained that a driver who has
his license suspended as punishment for a
D.W.I, conviction runs a great risk if he
decides to drive during his suspension. If
the driver is caught, the court must, sent
ence him to ninety days in jail in addition to
fining him $100. "This usually comes as a
shock, because the $100 fine is minor in
comparison," remarked Justice Sellers.
"The smart thing to do is just to pay the
fine on the summary charge (driving with a
suspended license) without appearing. Be
cause then, no one will look up the reason
that the license was suspended."
Justice Sellers pointed out another im
portant consideration for citizens to con
sider when deciding whether to defend
against a traffic offense. "Although inadmissable in a criminal case, a prior traffic
conviction is admissible in a civil suit. If
the defendant has to defend himself in a
tort suit resulting from a subsequent colli
sion, the evidence of that prior conviction
could sway a jury and return to haunt him.
He may want to defend a summary traffic
offense solely for that reason."
Justice Sellers also offered his views on
the practice of electing judges in Pennsyl
vania, the subject of a recent Docket edi
torial. "I spent about $6000 on my
election," said the district justice, whowon
election to his present post in 1975. He
guessed that, "it requires ten times as
much money to win election to the Court of
Common Pleas, and perhaps ten times
more than that to win election to the state
appellate level in Pennsylvania."
Speaking specifically on the merits of the
judicial electioneering system in Pennsyl
vania, Justice Sellers asserted, "The theory
and practice are all wrong. The duties of
judges and legislators differ. A legislator
serves as a representative voice of the peo
ple. He has a duty to be sensitive to the
wishes of the people who elected him. It's
an entirely different situation for a judge.
Judges are not supposed to do what the
people want. Their job is to act impar
tially." Justice Sellers noted that in prac
tice, the judges become dependent on the
party leaders to gain name recognition
with voters, when their tenure should not
depend upon such partisan influences.
Justice Sellers said'tiiat procedure in the
district courts in PeniTsylvania "is gener
ally the same everywhere." He also re
peated his invitation to any VLS students
to observe the court in session and meet
with him personally.
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Respondeat Superior: Collichio Concedes Liability
Editor's note: In our October, 1983, issue

the Docket reported on the changes in the
1983-84 Reimels Competition. In this issue,
the Docket interviews The Moot Court
Board Chairman, Philip Colicchio, about
the goals of the revised Moot Court Board,
and the plans made by the Executive Com
mittee to realize these goals.

bv Mary Porter

The "new and improved Moot Court
Board" is composed of the top writers and
oralists from the first year legal writing
program (fifteen people this year) and the
quarter-finalists from the 1982-83 Reimels
Competition. This Board is the first one to
draw solely from students who excell in
advocacy skills. The change in this Board
broke the Villanova tradition of selecting
Board members from the second ten % of
the class rankings along with the semifinalists from the Reimels Competition.
The emphasis is no longer on grades.
The new board grew out of the recom
mendations of an ad hoc committee com
posed of students, Janet Fisher, Terry
Ficken, Ted Vog, Adam Share, and Profes
sors, John Hyson, Peter Goldberger and Ri
chard Turkington. The committee
perceived a need to reward outstanding per
formance in areas other than grades and it
recognized the important role played by ad
vocacy boards in other law schools, where
students are encouraged to participate in
competitions internally and externally.
The new Board members for 1983-84,
along with members returning from the
previous Board, met over the summer to
effect the changes in direction of the new
Moot Court Board. Janet Fisher, a returnee
from the previous year, chaired the Board
over the summer, until Colicchio was
elected by the Board members as the 198384 Chairman. Prior to this year, the Chair
man was appointed by the faculty advisor.
During mid-February the Board will se
lect Executive Committee members for the
1984-85 Board. The committee members in

clude the Board Chairperson, the two Rei
mels Administrators, the Reimel Bench
Memo Chairperson, the Reimels Evalua
tions Chairperson, the First Year Writing
Chairperson and the Outside Competitions
Chairperson. Board members should apply
for any positions they desire and designate
any committees they wish to work on. Job
descriptions are on file in the Moot Court
office. Colicchio recommends that
members indicate priorities on their com
mittee selections. Colicchio said the selec
tion of new Executive Committee members
early in the spring semester was planned to
allow a smooth transition in Moot Court
Board leadership.
The 1983-84 Board faced problems uni
que to this transition between the old and
new Boards. Despite close cooperation
from Professor Hyson and Professor Tur
kington, there have been problems acquir
ing and administering budgets for outside
competitions, running the Reimels with a
new round robin format, and distributing
work created by the new first year legal
writing program. The budget of $4,500 was
approved prior to the creation of the new
Board, and thus the Board had no oppor
tunity to satisfy the increased budgetary
needs created by changes in the Board. Co
licchio said the transition year has been
plagued by an inability to commit funds to
the Board, or make other necessary policy
changes, while the faculty and administra
tion await the arrival of Villanova's newly
appointed Dean.
The transition has also brought prob
lems associated with the first-year legal
writing classes. New Board members who
were given responsibilities for assisting the
legal writing instructors did not plan for
the added workload when making their
academic and work schedules for the year.
Many had difficulty meeting the increased
workload. Colicchio credited Anne Pederson with maintaining a smooth interface
between the new Board members, Profes-

Catch A Career
Persons interested in trackingdown "dif
ferent" legal careers than those tradition
ally sought by law students can find out
how to catch their prey at Villanova Law
School March 17.
The program, "Different Legal Careers
and How to Catch Them," will featureSaul
Miller, author of "After Law School," as its
keynote speaker. Mr. Miller is the former
director of placement at Hofstra Law
School on Long Island, New York.
According to Julie Currie of the Villanova
Law School Women's Law Caucus, the
sponsor of the event, leaders of the seminar
sections will focus on their paths to their
unusual careers, not on the substance of
their jobs.
"Traditional law placement is seen as
concentrating on large law firms, on
medium-sized law firms, and on judicial
clerkships," Ms. Currie said. "This series
of seminars will emphasize the 'how-tos' of
getting jobs in other areas, like government
or public interest practice, and small corpo
rations."

Louis Sirico, a professor of Property Law
at the law school who practiced public in
terest law before turning to teaching,
thought the program was an excellent idea.
"It's a good idea to see what the choices
are available to you," Prof. Sirico said. "To
make yourself an attractive applicant for a
non-traditional job usually requires that
you develop a 'track record' in the area. The
first year (of law school) is the best time to
start developing that record."
Ms. Currie described the format as that
of informal seminar. Thefive topicsections
— government, public interest, small cor
poration, business and non-law — will
meet twice, once from 9:30 to 11 a.m., and
once from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m., giving par
ticipants a chance to attend at least two
sections in their entirety. Mr. Miller will
kick off the program by speaking briefly on
matching job interests with possibilities.
The event is free and open to the public.
More information is available from Ginny
Shuman, 645-7030; Julie Currie, 248-2287;
or Laura Shemic, 565-5042.

sor Joe Dellapena and the writing instruc
tors. In her capacity as Chairperson of the
First Year Writing Committee, Pederson
has been responsible for seeing that Board
members researched and wrote memos for
use in the first year writing classes.
The Board members only receive one aca
demic credit for two years of service on the
Board. Colicchio said the Board wants ap
proval for a full academic credit for each
year's service on the Board. Colicchio feels
the extra credit is necessary to maintain a
respectable image for the Board, and to rec
ognize the work involved in the first year
writing program. He also noted that thirdyear members of the Board will be required

By way of comparison, Colicchio noted
that Temple Law School works with
$20,000 for outside competitions in addi
tion to an annual budget for its board. Co
licchio said Villanova's Board has
considered appealing to alumni for funds
specifically designated for outside competi
tions. But, this type of funding would put
student participation on a contingent basis
from year to year, and might not provide
the kind of support needed to build excel
lence into the schools reputation for advo
cacy. Colicchio said, "You cannot run an
effective moot court program on $4,500 a
year."
A traditional part of Villanova's Moot

"Chairdude" Colicchio's Moot Court office edict.

to compete in outside competitions next
year, budget permitting, and they too de
serve additional credit.
Third year students, Andrew Sigeltuch
and Michael Robinson (the 1983 Reimels
champions) represented Villanova in the
National Moot Cort Competition this year.
While Villanova has sent teams to this com
petition in the past, this is the first year
that Villanova has committed teams to
other national competitions.
A three member team coached by Profes
sor Turkington participated in the Benton
Privacy Competition in Chicago. Due to the
timing of the budget allocations, the Ben
ton Competition depleted nearly half of the
funds intended for outside competitions. At
the last minute, Villanova teams had to
withdraw from twoother competitions:the
Polsky Competition in Criminal Law at
Temple, and the North Carolina Competi
tion in Constitutional Law at Chapel Hill.
Board members Brian Mich and Jack Dodds
are still scheduled to compete in the Robert
Wagner Labor Law Competition at New
York Law School. Colicchio said this is
the first time Villanova has enter^ any
of these competitions and he is optimistic
that a more realistic budget in future years
will permit Villanova teams to compete in
other arenas.

Court program has been the Merna Mar
shall Competition. This is a forum for the
five law schools located in the Philadelphia
area. Villanova will be the returning cham
pions this year. Although travel costs are at
a minimum, teams need to file as many as
twenty copies of their briefs so typing and
printing costs are high. In the Marshall
Competition, as in other outside competi
tions, preference is generally given to Moot
Court Board members when selecting
teams. The only exception is the Jessup
Moot Court Competition in International
Law. These teams are drawn from the In
ternational Law Society, whose members
have a special interest in, and knowledge
of, the unique aspects of international law.
Colicchio said preference is given to Board
members in most competitions so that the
school can exercise some control over the
quality of its representation in national
competitions. Colicchio stressed that this
policy is part of an overall effort to have the
"new and improved Board" treated as a
serious venture. He found it is a challenge
to maintain a quality image "once the aura
of grades have been removed." By encou
raging excellency in advocacy skills, the
Board seeks to reward talented individuals
and build Villanova's reputation for pro
ducing superior advocates of law.

FOOD DRIVE
Feb. 13-26

Benefit:

St. Francis
Soup Kitchen

Sponsors:

National Lawyer's Guild
Phi Delta Phi

Professor Barry: best bet for the law revue (show).

RichARci &Co(vipANy

March 30, 1984!
A date which will live in infamy

THE LAW REVUE SHOW
To be held in the St. Mary's auditorium.
Be there or answer to the chainsaw!

UNISEX HAIR STYLES
VILLANOVA STUDENT DISCOUNTS
APPOINTMENTS REQUESTED
773 E. LANCASTER, VILLANOVA

527-2080
Open Men. thru Sat.

Wed. and Thurs. Evenings
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DANTE REVISITED: PART II
by Andrew Wohl
(Author's Note; The keys to life are a sense
of humor, and a sense of hope. Humor
starts with ourselves, and we must be able
to laugh at ourselves, and our situations,
no matter how bad they are. Hope is the
knowledge that it will get better tomorrow.
With that in mind, read on.)

Canto II — Invocation

Before we go on with the show,
There is one thing I must say.
In case you don't already know,
To the muses we must pray.

We pray to them to give us hope.
In the great old Greek tradition.
But to pray for grades is beyond their scope.
It is beyond their jurisdiction.

Charon nodded his assent.
Lastly, it is sure that we must pray.
And moved his oar away,
That he author will have some tact,
My last chance had been spent,
For if the profs abhor what he has to say. I was here to stay.
He'll fail as a matter of fact.
As we crossed the river.
The boat rocked to and fro.

Canto III — Into the Underworld
Entry

As we both moved through the gates.
Some more words caused me fear.
For above the doors, in letters great.
Was; "Abandon Hope, Who Enters Here."

He said that this was due.
To a prayer stated above.
Some further license had accrued.
An author's major love.
The fourth specter who came to us.
Called himself Learned Hand,

Abandon Hope. . .

Chief Justice Marshall took my hand.
And said I should not be afraid,
I thought of the job one day I'd land
And then my fear was stayed.
Cries seemed to come from all sides.
And almost deafened my ears,
"Those are the noises of ll's," MarshalIsaid,
"Talk about irrational fears."
"Of course theya re always stung
By professors' brutal worlds.
From their minds, thoughts are wrung.
That's why the screams are heard."
"But they say that through the journey.
There lies a rainbow's end,
Or the Gates of Insanity,
Is where all minds we send."
We walked on further.
And came upon the shore.
Of the darkened river,
Where a boat lay moored.

' t '

At it's helm stood Charon,
The Boatman that is great.
Words he spoke were wise ones.
And made me hesitate.

The path Dante took.

"Halt there my friend.
Into this land you shall not go,
For it is for those who have reached the
end,
Lawyers without souls."'

We must also for the author pray.
In the hope he will write more.
For if he runs out of things to say.
The poem will become a bore.

"So turn around, and go back.
To the life from which you came,
Across the fateful railroad tracks.
While your mind still remains."

Another prayer that must be said.
Is one for artistic intent.
That is one thing the author wants.
Or no money will be sent.

I took Charon's advice.
And turned to walk away.
But Marshall made me think twice.
Grabbed my arm, and made me stay.

A fourth prayer that we must make.
Is that the readers know no Greek lore.
But if they do, it's artistic license I take.
That is why I am a writer for.

"Charon," Chief Marshall said,
"You must understand,
My friend must walk among the dead.
In the vast underland."

Crystal Clear Careers
by Katie Tana

In today's employment industry, there is
a wide array of subsidiary markets, not the
least of which is the "education for employ
ment" field. The purpose of education for
employment is to teach people who are in
the job market exactly how to find a job.
This skill is approached through a variety
of different methods. The more traditional
approaches teach resume writing and re
fining; interviewing skills; or offer agfencies
through which employment, often in a spe
cialized field, may be obtained.
One organization uses a method wherein
the more traditional skills are both refined
and rejected. This is the Crystal Center,
located in New York City. The center is run
under the auspices of John C. Crystal,
chairman of the corporation, and originator
of the "Crystal approach." Crystal's me
thods were the inspiration and basis for the
best-selling job-hunting guide. What
Color Is Your Parachute?, by Richard
N. Bolles. (10 Speed Press).
At the outset, perhaps the most startling
of Crystal's concepts is his disavowal of the
resume. At the various courses^nd semin
ars run by the center, participants are
taught that they can best present them
selves personally, and, if necessary, on
paper, through the use of the "proposal."
This is not a resume i»r se, but an analysis
of a oarticular field in whjch the partici-

pant is interested; the needs or problems
the participant sees in that field; and the
skills and resources which the participant
can bring to resolving those problems. The
contacts used to meet persons in the field,
"networking," as well as the identification
of the interest itself, and various skills and
resources are the results of a carefully con
structed series of exercises and projects
outlined in the various Crystal courses.
Crystal does not purport to teach the
course participants new skills; it is not a
vocational program. Rather, the object of
the course is to demonstrate the vast
number of untapped skills and talents
which can be revealed in just about
anyone. The discovery of these skills leads
often to the further discovery of an area or
field which, "the person is really interested
in." As a result, the Crystal course often
leads to a job change. Many participants in
the program are persons who are dissatis
fied with their present positions; more
often than not they are mid-to- high level
executives.
An added benefit to the Crystal approach
is the personal enrichment gained along
with insights into the job market; the
course is entitled, "Life-Work Planning."
Course participants often make radical
changes in their personal as well as their
professional lives, and claim greater en
richment as a result because they aredoing
what "they really want to do."

. . .All Ye Who Enter
I became deathly ill,
And had to wait below.

Canto IV
The Shades of Limbo A.K.A.
The Ghosts in the Between

The boat stopped with a bump.
As it reached the otKer shore, •
It woke me up in a jump.
And I was ill no more.
Marshall and I stepped off.
Leaving on an oaken plank.
Into air that made me cough,
I was dark, cold and dank.

We walked on further.
Through the darkness of night,
And came upon some figures.
Who sat by firelight.
Marshal spoke up again.
To explain who they were,
"These are famous judges.
Around before Villanova."
"Since they lived before the school,
And died before it was born,
They are by limbo ruled.
Though not as objects of scorn."
The first shade called out to us.
As we walked, he said, "Hail men."
"I am known as Judge Cardozo,
'Bouncin' Benji' to my friends."
"I am reknowned for erudite opinions.
They are how I earned my fame.
All professors find them brilliant.
Most students find them lame."
"One perfect example of my mind.
Is the case of Lady-Puff Gordon,
The idea of implying a contract,
To IL minds — well it blows 'em."
The next specter came to me.
Sat down, and spoke his name,
For those who like Bible history.
Will be glad this man came.
"I am King Soloman,
One of the first judges to be.
My most famous case, a hard one.
Was wheni decided to split a baby."
"Thank God that I was King,
For if I was any less,
I would've been sued for an awful thing.
Infliction of mental distress."
The next specter came to us.
And with his words he had to disclaim.
The fact that some of the judges were alive.
After Villanova became.

He said, "If I educated my mind istead.
My opinions would have been grand."
Cries were raised at his pun.
And Hand hung his head,
At least the humor was in fun.
What do you want from the dead? .
The fifth Judge who came to us.
Called himself Frankfurter,
"Since a pun was just used before.
Another one will destroy you."
"So in the interests of the reader.
This pun will not be said.
Suffice, that author's mind is a strange
breeder.
Either that, or it is dead."
The sixth specter came to us.
He was known as Justice Rehnquist,
If you came before him on appeal.
Well, better make out your bequest.
The last Judge walked up.
And he spoke to me,
"My name is Judge Wopner,
From People's Court on T.V."
"Don't ask me why I'm here.
To say the least , I'm far from great.
It must be from my Nielson numbers.
You may say that I rate."
Justice Marshall walked away.
And with the other judges he stood.
They spoke in tones which bought dismay,
I didn't feel too good.
Finally they walked to me.
And they shook my hand.
They told me I was one of them.
Trapped in Limbo Land.
They said that I would be a Judge,
One day I would be great,
I just bowed my head humbly.
And knew I had to wait.
I then lifted my head,
And a tear was in my eye.
For a time came which caused me dread,
I had to say good-by.
I raised my hand in salute,
Then bought it to my side.
To argue their cause would be moot.
All time they had to bide.
As I walked from the ghosts,
I felt a great sorrow,
They were amiable hosts,
And didn't belong down below.
(To be continued ...)
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Into the Rough, Abdul Rambles On
(Continued from page 12)
gance, smashing cars, bars (but not men
from Mars) windows and anything else
that looked inviting. The English fans con
tinued late into the night as they broke into
stores, stealing jewelry, clothes, whiskey
(just what they needed) and sportinggoods.
Eventually twelve people were bound over
to stand trial. All Abdul can say is: thartk
God we don't have violent sports like soccer
dominating the consciousness of our young
people. Americans, of course, like to have
their children exposed only to things which
will uplift them, like The A Team and those
little blue Adam Smith clones, the Smurfs.
What is the sporting world coming to
when they start using buying devices to
horn in on others plans. In Lake Placid,
N.Y., the U.S. National Bobsled Federation
has asked the governor to appoint a com
mittee to investigate the bugging of the
Federation's Olympic training offices. Fed
eration president, Alan Hachigan, claimed
that private conversations between Hachi
gan, U.S. Luge Association president Jim
Morriarity and Peter Moreau, Executive
Director of the Lake Placid Chamber of
Commerce, were illegally recorded. Hachi
gan related that exact passages from the
conversation were quot^ two days later by
the executive officer of the Olympic Re
gional Development Authority. "They had
knowledge of comments made in the pri
vacy of my own office and nowhere else,"
said Hachigan. Abdul can refrain no more
from decrying this terrible spectacle; "Bobsledgate." And secondly, who cares? It is
not as though they had trick plays or some
thing.

send a submarine for him and introduce
him to a couple of cute mermaids." 'Nuff
said about nothin.' (Wasn't that a Shakes
peare play?)
C.B.S. basketball analyst (speaking
loosely) Tom Heinsohn recently inter
viewed Houston Rockets coach Bill Fitch.
Heinsohn asked Fitch if there were going to
be any new offensive sets now that the
Rockets had Ralph Sampson. Fitch replied
that before the season started he had in
stalled three new offenses: the GMA, the
KISS, and the SOB. As Fitch tells it, "GMA
is General Milling Around, KISS is Keep It
Simple Stupid, and SOB is Save Old Bill."
The California Institute of Technolo^
(Caltech) in Pasadena almost always fig
ures out a way to become involved in the
Rose Bowl, which is held in their home
town. Unfortunately, the Caltech football
team will never get to play in the Rose Bowl
(Their motto is, "We may be small, but
we're slow.") But this minor inconvenience
has never stopped the Caltech students
from participating. In the past, they have
set off smoke bombs by remote control and
switched the cards in the student section.
Several years back the UCLA fans held up
their cards only to find out that they were
actually spelling Caltech. Another year the
cards were switched so that Washington
came out spelled backwards. This year,
though, they may have outdone them
selves. Two Caltech students built their
own control board so they could tap into the
Rose Bowl's computerized scoreboard. Op
erating from a hill almost half a mile away,
the two seniors put the initials DEI (a sym
bol for Caltech) on the board during the

Wild muscles in; where's the ball?
second quarter. "We also put a picture of a
David Smith, assistant basketball coach
beaver, the Caltech mascot. We left them
at St. Joseph's College in Rensalaer, Indi
up for only 30 seconds. But, when it ap
ana, had a lot of explaining to do at halftime
peared that nobody noticed, we began leav
of the home game against Wisconsining our messages up for longer periods of
Parkside. Smith was present with the team
time." With nine minutes to play, they
immediately before the first half, but then
went too far. At least as far as Rose Bowl
never showed up with the team to start the
officials were concerned. The lights on all
game. Smith had accidentally been locked
the scoreboards changed from UCLA to
in the bathroom a couple of minutes before
Caltech and Illinois to MIT (Caltech's intel
the opening tip-off. "When the team went
lectual arch-rival). They left the score up
out before the game, I ducked into the resuntil annoyed Rose Bowl officials shut the
troom," Smith explained. "Our team man • scoreboard down all together. The most
ager was just doing his job when he saw the
amazing thing about the whole stunt is
door open and closed it. But the door only
that the two seniors will receive class
locks from the outside." Smith was able to
credit for their work in designing the re
somewhat decipher the progress of the
mote control panel.
game through an air vent and he passed
KEYNOTES: The first note has to go to
time by keeping track of free throws and
VLS's own Marcus Schoenfeld, who, in ref
time outs. "Though, I couldn't tell you who erring to his exam said, "You don't have to
made the free throws," Smith said. When
worry about my throwing you any curvehe was finally discovered, at half time,
balls on the exam, because I found that
head coach George Waggoner was shocked,
nobody can hit the high hard one." . . . Art
but Smith took the credit for spurring the
Schlichter, wayward ex-quarterback of the
team on to victory. "We all had a laugh,
including the players," opined Smith.
"They were spitting nails at halftime. I
think it loosened them up a bit." Abdul
would never be the one to imitate that this
ONLY AT
was some new form of a "stall tactic." (Or
would he?)
How do you react when you meet a 7
foot-3 inch person who has a chance at be
coming one of the all time greats in profesPIZZA, STEAKS,
sional basketball? Would you be
obsequious and complementary? Or would
HOAGIES & DELI
you respond more in the nature of a Darryl
Speedy Take-Out And
Dawkins? The following are comments
made by Dawkins concerning Sampson,
Delivery Service
Houston's magic rookie. "Ralph is cool and
I like his game. He has so many moves that
Phone: 527-3606
he doesn't know what to do with them all.
He passes the entrance test, and he is wel
Open 'till 1:00 a.m., Sun.-Thurs.,
come to visit me in outer space, at Choco
'till 2:00 a.m., Fri. & Sat.
late Paradise or at my new home. Thunder
Located On Edg* Of Campus At
Spring Mill & Lancaster
Under, at the bottom of the ocean. Anytime
Ralph wants to cool out for a weeken, I'll

Baltimore Colts who was thrown out of the
NFL for gambling, has been playing basket
ball at Ohio University Chillicothe. How
ever, the Ohio Regional Campus
Conference has just ruled that he is ineligi
ble, and also ordered two games forfeited
that they had won with Schlichter in the
lineup. . . Dallas Cowboys cornerback, Everson Walls, recently charged that he had
shaken hands with San Diego Charger Wil
lie Joiner, after a game, and found illegal
stick-um on Joiner's hands. Said Walls, "I
don't know, maybe he was born with it."
. . . The Kansas City Royals are cashing inon the great "Pine Tar Wars" of last year.
The Royals have ordered 500 replicas of
George Brett's T-85 bat from Hillerich and
Bradsby to give to season ticket holders.

than one NBA game a season was fouled
out of two games in a row by the amateur
refs . . . Jim Brown is in the news every
where these days. Brown was recently in
ducted into the National Lacrosse Hall of
Fame at Johns Hopkins University in Balti
more, Maryland. Brown was a four-year
Ail-American midfielder at Syracuse Univeristy. Brown was also the reason for put
ting an inviolable crease around the
lacrosse goal. It seems that before the
crease was established, Brown could get
the ball at his end of the field, hold it
against his chest, with a stick, then dash
the length and dive into the goal with the
ball. A new rule was quickly made up . . .
George Van Sickle, writer for the Milwau
kee Journal, had an idea for the service

"The Bay of Pigs''grubs in the mud.
They also promise to apply the real pine tar academies to generate some interest in the
on request . . . Mike Panepinto, a running Army-Navy game. "They should continue
back for Canisius College, averaged 100 moving the site. The Rose Bowl was nice,
yards per game last year. The surprising but how about moving it to West Germany,
thing is that Panepinto is only 5 feet 4 Beirut, Grenada, or whatever country the
inches. "He is the only running back I know U.S. invades next." . . . Bob Trumpy, exof," said Canisius coach Tom Hersey, "who tight end for the Cincinnati Bengals and
now talk show host, speaking about the
has to leave his feet to get a hand off." . . .
Dan Roundfield of the Atlanta Hawks is sanctity of contracts for coaches in big time
currently working under a contract which
sports, "Contracts for coaches should be
includes 35 years of deferred payments. written on the beach, in the sand, at low
tide." . . . And finally Abdul gives you a list
Which means that when his payments run
out in 2018, he will be eligible for Social
of the best names in Division I college bas
Security . . . The toughest player to strike
ketball (these are all really true names):
out in the major leagues last year was
Fitzgerald Bobo of Duquesne, Prince
Bridges of Missouri, Calodeis Canion of
Johnny Ray of the Pittsburgh Pirates. He
whiffed only once in every 22.5 at bats. South Alabama, Sir John Collins of Seton
Toughest in the American League was the
Hall, Paris Drain of Florida A&M, BaskerMinnesota Twin's outfielder Mickey
ville Holmes of Memphis State, Greg Junk
Hatcher. He fanned only once in every 19.7 of Robert Morris, Napolean Lightning of St.
at bats ... The quarterback for YoungFrancis, Reginald Pink of Southern Metho
dist, Crosetti Speight of Hawaii, Stepfon
stown State was asked if he learned any
thing during a game in which he had three
Sudduth of Miami of Ohio, Thelander Til
passes intercepted. Replied the erudite
lman of Southeastern Louisiana, and Goli
young man, "I learned to tackle." . . . Cow
ath Yeggins of West Texas State . . . Abdul
boy's defensive end Harvey Martin is tired
will close with a few remarks by Howard
of people always bringing up his personal
Cosell concerning the poor ABC Monday
problems. "It's hard to bury your past,"
Night Football ratings, "I've been reading
said Martin, "when everybody's got a
altogether too much of the garbage from
shovel." . . . During the NBA referee's
people whose absolute prescience compels
strike, in a game played between Chicago
me to say that in the chronicles of the
and Houston, there were 102 fouls called.
human race, there has never been so much
Doctor "J," who never fouled out of more
extravagant ignorance on display."
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OFF THE FAIRWAY AGAIN
by Sean Abdul O'Grady
This is it! Abdul just isn't going to stand
still for it anymore. I've taken "all I can
stands and I can't stands no more: I yam
what I yam!"
Tennis players are getting it. Runners
are getting it. Golfers are getting it. Skiers
are getting it. And, Abdul wants it. No, not
gratutitous sex, but rather-APPEARANCE
MONEY. (You know, cash, for just show
ing up.) That's right, your eyes haven't
misled you. Abdul is herewith typing his
last cost-free words. For almost two years
the learned editor-in-chief has been promis
ing that a faculty vote on Abdul's money is
just around the proverbial corner. Last
year's tuition increase was supposed to be
earmarked and put towards helping Abdul
build an investment portfolio. After all, as
great as Abdul's writing talents are, they
might not last forever. (Arthritis . . . you.
know.) There are other reasons, though
shaky, they might hold weight in Louisi
ana.
You see, Abdul really needs the money.
Just yesterday he'was served with the com
plaint in a civil suit. The named plaintiffs,
suing as a class (for all those people who
Abdul might somehow, somewhere repres
ent in a legal matter) have brought ol' hon
est Abdul up on charges under the A.B.A.,
within the L.S.D., of malpractice. Needless
to say, Abdul was shocked. Student mal
practice?
Ha, just let 'em try to make it stick.
Abdul can see right through their opaque
attempts at trickery. Obviously they are
trying to wiggle out of having, to pay the
money I rightfully have due. We cannot
allow them to get away without paying the
appearance money. Abdul will fight this in
each and every court of the land. The fight
will be carried into both state and federal
courts, up through the appellate ranks and
on to the Supreme Court of the United
States! Unless of course they are willing to
settle out of court. Or, perhaps ABDUL
CABLE-VISION.

Abdul would have never chosen to do it
this way. Abdul could have easily kept his
mouth shut and quietly taken payments
under the carrel. But, NO, they couldn't
live up to their obligation to handle it
calmly. ABA MCPR L17. Now Abdul'
stands a good chance of loosing his amateur
status just before the Winter Sports Wri
ters Olympics. This picayune malpractice
suit may prohibit Abdul from defending his
gold medal in the Law School Sportswriters Decathalon. Four years ago Abdul
set the world record with 14,876,456,334
points in a hotly contested meet, at Bis
marck Law School, Bismarck, North Da
kota. This decathalon is the most arduous
of- all tests of athletic prowess. Each en
trant must compete in all of the following
events:
— the Library Luge (conducted in the
parking lot, during an ice storm with the
contestants mounted on library carts. This
year F. Rothman will throw out the first
drunk or cart, whichever comes first. Your
mileage may vary).
— the gruelling and dangerous Nordic
Bird-in-the-Bush Hunt (hardest part is put
ting old wine in new bottles while wagging
up the wrong tree).
— the Red Barber Voice-over (contest
ant must accurately call the play-by-play of
a hockey game between the Polish and Yu
goslavian National teams while buried in a
six foot snow drift, without a program).
— Ronald Reagan "make it up as you go
along" Giant Slalom
— Casebook Clean and Jerk
— Dobbyn 'N' Dowd Ski Jumping Com
petition (held on a nose to be named later)

— the Existential Evidentiary Leap of
Faith (world record currently held by
F.R.E. 803 (1) Present Sense Impression)
— Post Beer-party Cafeteria Speed Skat
ing (mandatory requirement that all con
testants wear wingtips)
— Bob Barry Bank-Buster Bobsled
— Poulin Ice Dancing Extravaganza for
Pregnant Professors
This year the competition is being held in
the hallowed halls of the Cumberland Com
munity College of Law and Hairstyling.
This is one competition that ol' Abdul sure
hopes that he won't be forced to forego.
Who has got all the money? In major
league baseball there are at least 10 new
players joining the elite few who have con
tracts worth more than $2 million. These
players are: Jerry Reuss, Los Angeles (5
years, $5,000,000); Carney Lansford, Oak
land (5 years, $5,400,000); Bob Boone, Cali
fornia (3 years, $2,750,000); Len Barker,
Atlanta (5 years, $4,500,000); Doug Decinces, California (3 years, $2,700,000); Graig
Nettles, Yankees of New York (2 years,
$1,800,000); John Montefusco, Yankees (3
years, $2,300,000); Rick Honeycutt, Los An
geles (5 years, $3,750,000); Moose Haas,
Milwaukee (3 years, $2,062,500); Brian
Downing, California (3 years, $2,025,0(X));
and Rich Gossage, San Diego (6 years,
$9,955,000). The thing that disturbs Abdul
the most about these inflated salaries is
that they are often going to pitchers.
Though not all the money is guaranteed,
most smart pitchers have major portions of
their salaries guaranteed whether they
play or not. Even Abdul would have more
sense than to invest that kind of money in a
purely speculative manner. Who in their
right mind would offer almost $10 million
to Rich Gossage when his fastball has
slowed and the desire no longer burns in his
heart. Perhaps, considering the proximity
in time of the death of Padre's owner Ray
Kroc to the signing of Gossage, the contract
can be invalidated under a Mortmain Sta
tute.
Abdul was sure that the prominent
quote-ster Abe Lemons would not be out of
a job for long. Sports fans will remember
that Abe was fired last year as the head
coach of the University of Texas Basketball
team. Well, Abe resurfaced, and Abdul has
got him. Lemons is now the head coach of
the Oklahoma City University basketball
team. The intrepid sports staff put several
questions to him during a recent visit. On
cancelling a workout: "One day of practice
is like one day of clean living. It's not going
to do you any good." Why aren't there very
many white players on his team? "Well,
see, we've got a couple of Indians on the
team. And when it came time to take the
basket weaving finals that all my players
take, they aced it and threw the whole
curve off." Why are there no curfews on a
Lemon's team? "It's always your star who
gets caught." Why doesn't he take up jog
ging? "If and when I die, I want to be sick."
What about running for elected office?
"Everybody has his price. For enough
money, I'd become a Communist. Well, not
a Communist. A Democrat anyway." Boy,
they sure don't make 'em like that any
more.
Now, the annual "Who's on First"
award. This year it goes to Lee Corso, the
recently fired head football coach of Indi
ana. Corso is now coaching at Northern
Illinois University in Dekalb, Illinois. The
perceptive Corso credits his new job to a
Palsgraf-ian chain of events which began

with Bob Thomas of the Chicago Bears
kicking a field goal, on the last weekend of
the NFL season, to beat the Green Bay
Packers. Corso explained, "Bob Thomas
kicks a field goal, Bart Starr gets fired,
Forrest Gregg takes over for Bart Starr at
Green Bay, Sam Wyc-he likes Cincinnati
and is hired there and Bill Mallory goes to
Indiana, replacing Wyche, from Northern
Illinois." Corso reflected, and then said,
"Kind of a long way to get to DeKalb."
Abdul has sat through anti-trust trials
which were shorter.
The idols of Abdul's youth seem to be
falling along the wayside at an amazing
rate these days. One of the stranger cases
involves the Los Angeles Raider's running
back Greg Pruitt. Of course Pruitt denies
any knowledge of the events, but his name
keeps popping up in a Columbus, Ohio
murder trial. One of these defendants has
charged that Pruitt bought cocaine from
the deceased victim, Edward Hanna. The
defendant further testified that Pruitt had
cashed in on a phony insurance scam.
Hanna was an insurance agent and had
arranged the insurance on Pruitt's house.
Under oath, the defendant explained that
Hanna, in concert with Pruitt, had kicked
in the door of Pruitt's house and taken
items which were later reported to be
stolen. Pruitt, testifying at the trial admit
ted to buying insurance from Hanna, but
denied any involvement in an insurance
scheme or a cocaine deal.

Here a line, there a line, everybody had
some "coke, coke." Even one of the world's
most renown cheaters has recently fallen
victim to the big money bite of the "cokedeal." Of course Abdul is speaking of the
immortal (or should that be immoral) Rosie
Ruiz. Everyone remembers Rosie for duck
ing into the "T" during the 1980 Boston
Marathon and then riding the subway to
victory in the 26 mile, 385 yard race. Ruiz,
who grew up in South Florida, though
being a Cuban native, was arrested on
charges of attempting to sell two kilograms
of cocaine to undercover officers. Two
other women were arrested along with
Ruiz. The estimated street value of the co
caine was $440,000. Her bond was posted at
$25,000; if you happen to know someone
with a few thou to spare.
What do the English do after a shutout
victory in the European Soccer Champion
ships? After a 4-0 victory over arch-rival
Luxembourg? (Does this seem hauntingly
like a Constitutional Law casebook?) Retire
to their rooms for a tea and crumpets? Per
haps a few celebratory pints of lager before
drifting home to sleep? Wrong Again, Odor
Eater breath! Following England's drub
bing of Luxembourg, in Luxemborg, the
British fans went crazy. All of Luxem
bourg's 650 police and 200 of their soldiers
had to be called out to try and quell the
outbursts that ravaged the city. The fans
went through the quaint city with a ven(ContinuM on page 11)

The Price of Gold Rises
Marc E. Gold, a resident of Bryn Mawr,
has been named a partner in the Center
City law firm of Wolf, Block, Schorr and
Solis-Cohen.
Gold, a member of the Environmental
Department, joined the firm in 1979. A
member of the American, Pennsylvania,
and Philadelphia Bar Associations, Gold is
also a graduate of American University and
•the Villanova University School of Law.
Wolf, Block, Schorr and Solis-Cohen
comprises some 160 lawyers, including 83
partners. Departments include Corporate,
Real Estate, Litigation, Labor, Environ
mental, Tax and Estates.
The firm's client base ranges from indi
vidual investigators/developers and entre
preneurial organizations to major public
corporations and financial institutions.
Last year, the firm added an office in West
Palm Beach, Florida.
ON THE DOCKET
MARCH
Moot Court Semi Finals.
LOOK FOR THESE UNSCHEDULED EVENTS
Women's Law Caucus — Coffee House.
Environmental Law Group — Public Forum on Groundwater Contamination
on the Mainline, or "Look Muffy, a toxic dumpsite just for us?"
Jewish Law Student's Association — Bagel Brunch. A traditional Friday
Night Sabbath Dinner.
FEBRUARY AT THE CONNELLY CENTER CINEMA
18-19
The Year of Living Dangerously
3:30 & 7/7 p.m.
1.50
21
Casablanca
6:45 & 9 p.m.
.75
23-24
The Dark Crystal
6:45 & 9 p.m.
.75
26-27
Marianne and Juliane
3:30 & 7/7 p.m.
1.50
VILLANOVA THEATER
BOX OFFICE 645-7474/645-7475
Feb. 3, 4, 7-11, 14-18, WHISPER RINGS
Premier of the new musical adapted from the works of Lewis Carrol.
Feb. 29-March 3, March 14-17, BURIED CHILD
A darkly funny chronical of a family with a mysterious past.
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